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Epps resignation draws criticism
Boyle denied that any of the abuses described by Epps
actually took place.
"It was Brad's O\VJI interpretation of the situation. The
situation he portrayed it was not the way it was!'
Boyle does not consider the vagueness of ·the penalty
definitions as a liability.
"One of the best assets of SJB is its leeway to define.
These penalties allow us to take students' wants and
needs into consideration. A lot of these cases aren't
uniform." ·
·
·
Nelson agreed that fiexibillty of interpretation could
work in the interests of justice. However, he added, the
. lack of a uniform definition could also create difficulties.
"SJB could interpret (low housing priority) one way,
and when it gets to Ed Cunnings, he could interpret it in
another."
Abuses do exist, Nelson said. "As far as the judicial
·board itself is concerned, the main problem I perceive is
that too often the co-chairman who presides comes into
the trial with a prejudgment. (In one case) the cochairman was holding a position of authority but ·had
exerted undue influence to carry out what he thought the
.verdict should be.
"There was some evidence which we had decided in
the·course of the trial to be inadmissible but which had
come before the Case Referral Pauel. The co-chairman
brought this (evidence) up during'deliberation as one of
the reasons why we should vote the way he wanted us to.
"There's some problem with due process, at least in
my interpretation," Nelson said.
'
Boyle denied that abuse of power posed any pro~lem.
"The whole thing is, the students can elect who they
want. I was elected by the students and elected co-

Amlette Kav!lllaugh
Aooldaal EdiiGI'

. Following last week's Old Gold and Black article on
Brad Epps' resignation from the Student Judicial Board,
SJB members Bill Boyle and Kevin Nelson requested an
interview in which to reply to the charges Epps made
against sm.
Co-chairman Boyle is a senior serving a two-year
term. Nelson, also a senior, js a member on a two-year
term.
Boyle criticized Epps' motives for resigning. He also
took issue with the timing of the resignation. 11WhY bas it
taken him four years to come forward with these ideas?
The whole action of resigning from · the board is the
epitome of student apathy," he said.
"He gave up," Boyte said. "What about people who are
.working hard? What about those who don't quit? The
oath of office is something I feel I've fulfulled a lot more
than Brad."
Nelson, said.he admired Epps for his willingness to act
on his convictions but questioned the propriety of the
specific actions taken.
''Mostly I object to what he said and how he went about
it," Nelson said, citing the giving of quotes from
deliberation proceedings. H the issue was due process, he
added, Epps should have stayed on the board and at·
tempted to initiate reform.
"If the main reason he resigned was the position of his
conscience conflicting with his duties, he should never
have accepted the appointments," Nelson said. Epps
should have realized "that he would ·have to judge
defendants in the light of the existing policy, Nelson
concluded.
·

chairman by the students on SJB.I have a responsibility
to the students. I have to do that job as fair and as
reasonable as possible."
"You have to deal with these problems internally,"
Boyle said. He did not specify the procedure for such
internal correction of abuses.
Asked if the board could take action against members
who overstepped their bounds, Nelson said, "To the best
of my knowledge, there is no censure or recall process."
Epps accused the board of taking an insufficient role in
social policy reform. Boyle said the board works for
change through the system.
"SJB gives the student more of a hand in the legalistic
process here at Wake Forest. Having a student there
helps. I think I can relate a lot better to the students than
a faculty member." .
·
Epps' accusation was based on a faulty interpretation
of SJB's function, Nelson said.
"This is where I disagree with Brad the most. When
we're elected we're elected to judge our peers according
to the laws. It's not our duty-implicit or explicit-to judge
the laws," Nelson said, adding that social policy reform
should come through "legislative channels.
Boyle and Nelson differed on their opinion of the
resignation's effect on SJB.
"I feel that a lot of his remarks should have been aimed
at Terry (Payne) and me, or at the Judicial Council
before he aired them in OG&B," Boyle said. "There's
going to be a lot more problems now that it's public.
However, we have nothing to hide."
. (continued on page two)
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Russell Baker to accept degree
down degrees from other colleges. honorary Doctor of Humanities
Baker said he felt a kinship with degree.
Auodal• Edllor and A.. la.... Editor
wake Forest since a group of
Doctor of- Divinity degrees will
Authors Russell Baker and Peter , students intefviewed him for a . be conferred on the Very Rev.
DeVries will receive honorary· profile in The,.Student magazine Charles Upchurch Harris and
Doctor of Letters degrees at the · Hlst year.·
.
Fr.ank. Campbell,
.
i980 com mencenierit ceremony
DeVi'ieli, a member of thi!
Harris,.
president
emeritus
of
Monday, May lht9:30.a.Jil. on the editorial staff. of Tlu~ ·New Yorker Seabury..:. Western , Theological.
Plaza.
·
magazine since 1944, is the author S!!minary and a 1935 ·graduate of
Baker, a Pulitzer Prize recipient of several books, most recently I
Wake Forest, will deliver the
for criticism and commentary, and Hear America Singing·(1976) and baccalaureate· address at 8 p.m.
was featured on ·the cover of the Madder Music (1977). He is a
June 4, 1979 issue of. Time member of the American Academy Sunday, May 18 in Wait Chapel.
Harris donated the carillon to
magazine. He worked for the and Institution of Arts and Letters.
Baltimore Sun from 1947 to 1954
Merriman Cuninggim, president Wake Forest in 1978 in honor of his
and was on the Washington bureau emeritus of Salem Academy and wife, Janet Jeffrey Carllie Harris.
of The New York Times from 1954 Collegeandformerpresidentofthe
· Campbell recently chaired a
to 1962. His syndicated columns Danforth Foundation, will deliver special committee of the Council on
have appeared in the Charlotte the commencement address.
Christian Higher Education which
·· Cuninggim, whose academic and recommended the new relationship
Observer since 1964.
Baker agreed to receive a deg~ee religious career spans over so established between Wake Forest
from Wake Forest after turmng years, will also receive an and the North Carolina Baptisf
Victor Hastings and
Sara Jehe

Postal revisions proposed

State Convention. Campbell now
serves as First Vice President of
the convention.
..
NC Supreme Court Associate
Justice ·David Britt, a WF alu!]l·
nl!~, . will address the hooding
ceremony of the School of law. The
servteeois"at 1;30 p.m. Sunday in
the chapel.' ·:
Dr. Paul· D: Webster Ill,
professor of·medicine and chief of
staff
at.
the
Veterans
Administration Hospital of the
Medical College of Georgia, is the
speaker for the Bowman Gray
School of . Medicine hooding
ceremony. Webster graduated
from Wake Forest in 1956.
The Honors and Awards convocation is scheduled for 2:30p.m.
Sunday in the main theatre of the
Scales Fine Arts Center.

Exam schedule
May

Tom Albritton
Stalf"ll"riw

The Postal Service has proposed installing a
24·hour self-service center In Reynolda
Station:
The proposal would make routine postal
services and early boxing of mail more
available to the customers of Reynolda
Station, Bill Austin, manager of customer
~P.rvices, at the downtown post office, said.
Under Austin's propos;1l; the employee who
· now arrives at the post office at 8:30 a.m. to
open the office and distribute the mail would
arrive at 6 a.m. He would distribute the mail
and ·then open the office at 8:30 a.m. for full
service until10:30 a.m., Austin said. The mail
would be in the students' boxes by 8:30 rather
than 9:30 or 10 a.m. as is presently the case, he
said.
~
The self-service provided would allow
students to buy stamps and other needed
postal items, and would enable the student to
handle matters of parcel post, Austin said.
There would also be a customer-service
telephone at the station.

All of the machines available would be
either coin or bill operated.
The bill collection procedure would not
change from the present system, Austin said.
Boxes and collection times would remain
unaltered.
The walk·in business here makes the self·
service system ideal for Reynolda Station
Austin said.
Since the Reynolda Station predominantly
serves WF faculty, staff and student body, the
Postal Service had to clear the new plan
through Carlos Holder, university controller.
The proposal is riot yet absolute, Holder
said. Some students complained about
package pick-up.
There may be isolated cases of in·
convenience with the full-service hours,
Austin said, but he added that the 8:30 to 10:30
a.m. time slot would hopefully be the most
agreeable time for the majority of students .
Negotiations with the university and Postal
Service officials will result in a system which
is at least equal to the one in operation at the
present time, Holder said.

Pahides wins after appeal
Steve p abides won the second senior Honor runoff. In that election, no candidate received
Council seat Tuesday after an· appeal and two a majority. A second runoff was held Tuesday
runoff elections.
•
· between the top two vote·getters, Matich and
. The first election, held Tuesday, May 22, ·Pahides.
·
showed Ruth Knight to be the outright winner
Pahides won the second election 83-74.
of the first seat with 190 votes.
Middleton's original decision and subtine Krause apparently ·won the second sequent reversal aroused considerable con·
seat, edging Ken Matich 106-105. Pahides troversy.
finished with 103 votes and sam Leonard was
Under Robert's Rilles of Order, elections for
fifth.
one·seat positions must be decided by a
However, a recount showed that Matich and majority vote. Two seats were being voted on,
Krause were tied with 105 votes apiece. Dave but since Knight had won one seat, the other
Middleton, Student Government president, post bad to be treated as if it were a one-seat
scheduled a runoff election for last Friday election.
between Matich and Krause.
·· .. No candidate won a majority; therefore all
Pahides appealed, saying all candidates · candidates had to be included in the runoff,
should be included in the runoff. After Mid· Middleton said.
dleton consulted witb.university legal counsel
"In the future there is a definite need to
Meyressa Schoonmaker, he ruled in Pahides' make changes i}l the constitution providing
, favor and moved the el~tiontothe followiag ... fo~JunQff elections or ties, but under the
Monday.
·
. · ·. ··
. : · , . ·· ·· . · ·circums~ances, · I feel we did · the ethical
Leonard decided not to participate in the thing," he said.

A.M.
P.M.
9:00 MWF
3:00 TT
6th-Tuesday
10:00 MWF
7th-Wednesday
Reading Day
8th-Thursday · 1:00 MWF
Math/Bus 201 & 202
4:30 i'T
9th-Friday
12:00MWF 12:00TT
S:OOMWF
1Oth-Saturday 2:00MWF
1:30
TT
12th-Monday 9:30TT
13th-Tuesday 11:00MWF 8:00MWF

5th-Monday

Slaff pholo by Charles Vaughan

The same aura of solemnity which pervades the now-vacant Plaza will no
doubt prevail as the class of 1980 is graduated on May 19.

Churches plan a,id cutback
Lisa DeMaio
StalfWrilff

One hundred and one churches of the
170 responding to an Old Gold and Black
random survey indicated · that they
would probably not or definitely not
designate 6.04 percent of the Cooperative
Program funds to Wake Forest.
Nineteen churches, 11.17 percent,
indica ted that they will definitely
allocate the funds to the university.
Thirty-eight, 22.35 percent, said they
probably would. ·
Treasurers of 1,700 of the 3,444
churches in the N.C. Baptist State
Convention were asked if their churches
would definitely designate, probably
designate, probably not designate, or
definitely not designate funds to the
university.
The university loses assured funding
in exchange for greater autonomy in the
compromise relationship approved by
the Baptist State Convention in
November and the Board of Trustees in
March. However, individual churches
may designate up to 6.04 percent of their
Cooperative giving.
Wake Forest will receive $1,057,479
from the convention in 1980, the last year
·before the new relationship goes into
effect.
Cooperative givillg up for the churches
which said- they would definitely not or
· probably not contribute to the university
averaged $12,395.42. . .
·.' . . .
Churches that have definitely decided

to exclude Wake Forest contributed an
must be taken into consideration when
average of $14,144.98 to the Cooperative reviewing the statistics at hand, Philip
Program. Churches which indicated that J. Perricone, chairman of the depart·
they would probably not allocate funds
ment of sociology, said. Most churches
averaged $6,837.98.
do not decide their budgets until Sep•
The average Cooperative fund-giving
tember.
for churches responding positively was
Treasurers or pastors were invited to
$39,642. The highest average figure, that include comments. Negative comments
of churches indicating that they would
were more plentiful than positive.
definitely include Wake Forest in their
"When our voice is no good and our
program, was $50,232. The responses
vote is no good then our finances are no
indicate that the wealthiest churches good," the card from Dover Baptist
will continue to donate their funds to the Church of Seagrove said. The church
university.
plans definitely to withhold funds.
Sixty-six, or nineteen .percent of the
"Be Southern Baptists-get Southern
churches which proposed to definitely
Baptist money!" was the response from
exclude Wake Forest from their funds
Central Baptist Church of Greensboro,
had 400 or fewer members. For the which also voted to restrict funds .
larger category of churches proposmg to
First Baptist Church of High Point
probably not or definitely not allocate
indicated "strong support!" for the
funds for the university, two-thirds in·
university, and College Park Baptist
dicated church membership below 400.
Church of Winston·Salem wrote that
Of the churches responding positively
they would "continue to support Wake
to either definitely or probably including
Forest as we have done in the past with
Wake Forest in the Cooperative funds,
six percent of CP (Cooperative
67.16 percent had memberships topping
Program) gifts."
the 400 mark.
First Baptist Church of Winston-Salem
Of those churches that proposed to · ·has pledged strong support for the
definitely include Wake Forest in their · funding of Wake Forest through 11.04
giving, 89.47 percent reported over 400 percent of its Cooperative funds.
members, indicating that the larger
One of'the first churches to come out in
churches are pledging their support to
support of the university, it has been
the university.
described as a "flagship" to lead others
With a 10 percent rate of return for the
in the matter. One member who
survey, the results are technically valid. requested anonymity suggested that
However, the lack of response of the
First Baptist is looked upon as a good
remaining 90 percent of those polled example for the other churches to follow.
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French play succeeds
Producing a three-hour
play is a difficult task.
Producing a three-hour
play entirely in French is
still more difficult. And
producing this same play
using French students
rather than theatre
students, and a director
who teaches not drama
but French, would seem
practically impossible.
The presentation of
Moliere's seventeenth··
century play, "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhom·
me," put on in the Scales
Fine Arts Center Wed·
nesday and Thursday
proved that such an
ambitious undertaking
can be successful. The
French department
students as well as
director Eva Rodtwitt,
lecturer, Department of
Romance Languages, are
to be congratulated for
their fine efforts.
"Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme" is M()liere's
account of the prekntions
of a member of the
middle class to nobility.
Monsieur Jourdain,
hilariously played by
Kirk McCombs, decides
to imitate the life of a
gentleman.
To do so he engaged a
dance master (Mitch

Cox), a music master
(Robert Jolly), a fencing
instructor (Mike
Walker), and a master of
philosophy (Fernando
Pardo) hoping they will
teach him all the ac·
complishments of the
nobility.
The first two acts are
primarily taken up with
M. ·Jourdain's vain attempts to assimilate all
this knowledge. His
clumsiness, and the
ridicule he incurs from
his wife, (Cindy Sechler)
and their maid Nicole
(Margaret Braswell)
provide the comic action
in this portion of the play.
The plot, which does
not really begin until Act
Ill, concerns the love of
Cleonte (Darrell Miller)
for
M.
Jourdain's
daughter Lucile, played
by Missy Barnes. M.
Jourdain, who has
become enamoured with
the nobility through his
"friendship" with
Dorante, a count (Jeff
Marsden) and Dorimene,
a
marquise
(Niki
Whitley}, refuses to
consent to the marriage
of Cleonte and Lucile
because Cleonte is not a
nobleman.
Covielle (Chick

The play is somewhat
long, and additional
cutting might have improved it. On the whole,
however, the students
and the director did an
excellent job with difficult material.

Landho!
Despite the inclement weather, good times and beer drinking accompanied the
spring raft race sponsored by MAC last Saturday.

Cyclist to aid charity

Sta.££Writcr

Omicron Delta Kappa·
Mortar Board promises
to be a very enthusiastic
and en~rgetic service
organization • next year,
presiaent Jay Helvey
said.
.
One of the projects to
which the members of
ODK-Mortar Board plan
to devote their energy is a
freshman convocation, :to
be held about orie .week_
'after the annual opening_
convocation in the fall,.
Helvey said.
By then freshmen will
have finished most of
their initial introductory
meetings and. - early

commitments, and will
be more receptive to tlie'
idea· of their getting · involved in eamptis .ac·
tivit\es..
.
A lheme considered -for
the convocation is "How
to Stop Apathy at Wake
Forest"'. Fresh.men
· would be encouraged to
become involved in
student organi2ations
such as Student Government or publications.
Another
project
proposed for next year is
an introductory booklet to
Wake Forest and its
organizations which
would be mailed to fresh·
men after their ac·
ceptance to the school.

:~

lot:ot.. sp~it
bu~
spirit •is one thing and
action is another."
Nelson did not thbik the
Support of the existing
resignation .. would. · have · system is the best-answer
niuch effect 01) thJs year's .to the problem of reform;'
SJB members or on the .Boyle said. "Students :
newly elected members. . should back students on
Most of the impact, he SJB. This is the only said, would be seen in place where we have any ·:
student opinion.
power.
· · ·'
"I think a lot of
"Change is g6ing to be
students, as long as it -.gradual, and it's only '
doesn't concern them·-as going .to come through .
. long as they· don't ·get people · willing to ·make ·
hauled before the Case sacrifices."' ·
· ·
Referral Panel or SJBNelSon attributes
don't care.
student apathy, to · the · ·
"Epps' resignation, conservative, somewliat :
however, might add a ·self-centered attitude "of .
little to distr.tist · of the most students, and to the··,.·
board. The whole thing is widespread opinion that
·a :bit mysterious-closed ·reform will proceed- only··
trials and so · on. If · at the pace allowed by the·
something specific comes administration.· . :. : ·
out against it, it has a
He noted that on morE!
detrimental effect . on liberal campuses, student i '
opinion," Nelson said; .
activism stimulates both ··
student a p a. thy thought and action. wake·:.
prevents effective Forest needs alternative
reforms in social policy, organizations such as
Boyle said.
undergr~und· newspapers
"I don't know if and ·student lobbies to
students are apathetic or present a different and
if they just· don't know unofficial point of v·iew,
what's going on. There's he said.

here,

.~

ADDENDA.

There are better ways to spend a services and programs you have to do
summer. There are better ways to something that will catch their attravel 7,000 miles. There are more tention. Besides, I've never been to
direct ways of getting to Alaska. The Alaska."
problem is, no one has told Steve
"The MHA is a ·non-profit
Catron about them.
organization designed to help patients
For the past eight months, Catron, a in mental hospitals. More importantly,
sophomore music major, has spent it is a group of concerned,. citizens in·.
Me'/r:essa ···.H.
Persons interested in
much of his free time talking to terested in promoting mental health.
receiving information· ·Schoonmaker; associate
businessmen, writing letters, making
"Mental illness is not one of those
about the Pre-School g(m"er al council . and .
phone calls and staring at road maps. rare diseases limited to a small group
Conference should sign adjunct lecturer of law,
The purpose for all this activity is to of victims; it affects all of us every day
the list now available at and assistant . to the
organize what may be the longest of our lives. The feelings of grief,' the information desk in president for legal af.'
bicycle ride ever attempted to directly loneliness, depression and frustration
Reynolda. This in· fairs, was honoredThe booklet would be a
benefit a charity: the Mental Health are all elements of mental illness. It is
formation is not.mailed to Wednesday as WRC's ·
friendly way of giving
Associaiton Bike Marathon 1980.
only when we recognize these problems
·
all students. Those in· ·.i'oman of the Year.
new students a better
The 100-day trip will break the old aild try to cope with thelll in a rational
terested in participating
perspective on life at
record by more than 3,000 miles, a manner that we can remain mentally
in the program as
Wake Forest than they
mark Catron set last year on his solo. hea.Ithy. Mental health just doesn't . discussion leaders should
would normally have
4,085-mile trip to Mt. Evans, Colorado happen; we have to work at it," Catron
Mutter Evans, class· of ·
indicate this ·on the list.
upon entering, Helvey
and back for the MHA.
said.
'75, was honored as WRC
The conference will be
said.
Catron is on the board of directors of
Why take the trip?
August 25-29 with band Alumna of the year. ·
Evans is the first black
The booklet would,
the Forsyth County MHA, making him
"Hopefully the trip will give the MHA camp beginning the 24th.
woman to be the· sole
among other things,
one of the youngest board members in some much needed visibility and allow
owner of a broadcast the nation.
the public to understand what the
li
ood
d h
out ne techniques,
g
stu Y abits
· year," Catron sa1'd, "I hope to assoc1'ation~ 1's all about. There are too
Art
103·A, facility in the United
and
the
"Th1s
to the States.·
"Introduction
advantages of the open
change some things, do more work with many myths about mental illness. The
Visual
Arts
"
was
curriculum an1.Hhe U;ials, . th~ ~~sociati~ns" ac,ross ~e COf!D~Y •. , trip.~~ ~lso an opport~t? t?· test my. ·. inadvertentlY t~rf buCof"
.,.. ~ ., :·
.:: :::.:·:·;·:
and t,gbulation~ nf a. ;.,reand _hopefully have a little more fun~·· .:P~YSIC'al. and. me~·.:lil~ntations ....And _
med. major.
y
....
.• Ciifr.on, tile
of David -Catron,~ ~s,~ee-- I:m! tr~veling.t'With···two: ·g~. .' this.;.' y~·a:l'',!! ·~·:summer~~' .~ r~y(~Qti~e ·proposed.:"'~
associate professor of psychology, will fr~ends, .1t, Will be an exerciSe m · sess10n class sch~dule. VISitat19n .Qolicy. wrll be
This course satisftes a held on Wed., May 7, at ·
A $400 loan fro!D
not make this trip alone. He is taking fnendship.
divisional requirement 4 p.m. on the quad and
S~udent Government Will
two friends, Hank Taylor and David
The riders leave Winston·Salem at 11
aid th~ Mortar boa~d n~xt
Huffman, both of Winston-Salem. The a.m. Tuesday, May 13 after sendoff · and will be·offered during will take place at the ·
10
the first summer session. same time that the policy
ye~r
accomphshi?g
trio will ride through 16 states and two ceremonies at the NCNB plaza.
The
course will meet in A· is being pre!!ented to the
their goals, Helvey said.
canadian provinces before reaching The marathon is sponsored by Hanes
10
Tribble
10:50-12:50 Student Life Committee.
their destination of Fairbanks. Alaska. Knitwear, which has donated $10,000
MTWTF.
·
Results from the com-:•.
Asked why he selected Fairbanks both to the .local and national chapters
mittee meeting wilt be..
over more attractive choices like of the MHA.
brought down to the rally,
Kernersville or Clemmons, Catron
The riders will fly home and hope to
The students of
so it is very important
explained, "The ride this summer is be back in Winston-Salem by August 20.
James Dodding will that there be a large
designed to help promote and inform· Catron is planning to take off the fall
present a mime show on · attendance.
Berthrong also plans to
people as to the services of the MHA. In semester in order to rest, readjust and
Sunday at 4 and 8:15 p.m. The rally is sponsored by
renovate the reserved
order to make people aware of su~h write a book about the trip.
in the Ring Theater. the Social Policy com•
book room of the zoo.
Admission is $1.
mittee.

Fall projects planned
to spark participation
Sally Copenhaver

..··-

<ContfDuedfrom ·
; . page one)

Agnew), Cleonte's ser·
vant, comes up with a
plan. He disguises
Cleonte as the son of a
Grand Turk, and together
they convince M. Jour·
dain to marry Lucile to
this
"Turkish
nobleman." The play
ends with love trium·
phant, and Jourdain as
deluded as ever.
The actors are all ef·
fective in their roles,
particularly in communicating the action to
an audience with varying
degree of proficiency in
French.
Especially good are
Kirk McCombs, the lead,
Margaret Braswell as the
domineering servant
Nicole, Cindy Sechler as
Madame Jourdain, and
Darrell Miller as the
naive Cleonte. Jason
Sirois, the mufti in the
mock Turkish scene,
rendered that part of the
play particularly funny.

Michael Ed

SJB

Evelyn Tribble

~~~----------------------~--'~·

son

Library space to increase
Susan Bray
A"i•tant Editor

By summer, renovation
of the Z. Smith Reynolds
· Library should be
complete and students
will have more study
space in two levels of
stacks now under construction on the seventh
and eighth floors.
The need for more shelf
space along with the
added benefit of an increase in
seating
capacity led to this
renovation, . Merrill
Berthrong, director of
libraries, said.
Adding the seventh and

eighth level stacks in·
volved development of
the space vacated by the
theatre department when
.it moved to the Scales
Fine Arts Center.
· With the new space, the
library will be in good
shape for the next 10 to 12
years, Berthrong said.
But he has plans for
further renovation.
He would like to see the
installation of a second
elevator and moderation
of the heat and .air conditioning systems in
order to improve the
climate for preservation
of materials.
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It's Been

REZNICKS FOR RECORDS

Blue Bay Restaurant

Di

Cook in,
eat out or

Thruway Shopping Center

~"

for
,e·

Fresh Seafood, Steaks, Chops
Specials Every Day

For Years

Downtown
440 liberty St.

'

t-;o~

,.,.L, i~=-,:=_iJ
'--- i~ ~ jj
~

.

Singles • Albums

·DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN FIND •••

8 Tracks • Cassettes
• Photos • Posters
· Musical Instruments
Stereo Needles

*All cotton button down shirts by ·
Polo for s4o.oo

\

Popular Sheet Music
& Books Tee Shirts
*Gift Certificates*

*Polo deck shoes in three colors
for sso.oo
*Blazers s115.00

REZN·ICKS
Concert Ticket
Outlet For This Area

CsHieShed
Raynolda Village
Winston-salem, N.C.

.

Call P.T.

··~

Coste]
Elvis .Costello is a
genius of contemporary
popular music; he )nay
well be the most talented
person in the music in·
dustry. ·
I don't think that I will
ever forgive him for it.
Rather than focus on
his brilliant new album
"Get .ij~ppy!" 1 I would
like to examine the effect
that his brand of new ·
wave music has had on
rock'n'roll so far, and the
effect$ it may have in the
future.
When new wave music
began, it appeared to be
just another hype. foisted
upon the public by the
music industry--punk
rock without Johnny
Rotten or safety pins
through the cheek.
Costello, because of his
great talent, has to a
large extent legitimized '
new wave music, helping
to make it acce,table to
the
public
and
establishing it as the
most popular fad in
rock'n'roll today.
Costello embodies .the
new wave stereotype. He
poses as a neurotic,
slightly paunoid

, G. Dale Nes

Revi
What is film reviewing •
- besides the cushiest job
in media next to rock
journalism? A record
reviewer can read the
album cover, find nifty
words in his thesaurus;,
and then figure the
number of stars by his
horoscope.
It is always surprising
to remember how many
people actually read film .
reviews, con'Sidex;ng the
drivel which usually
passes for cinematic
criticism. Actually, film
reviewing is a mystic art,
'" . but r.Once the basic. fOX:• .
mulas "are' understOOd,'
anyone can divine a ·
movie in the ·dark..
Who Can Be A Film

Darry
Candy Hatcher
Staff 'l'riter

Darryl's
1913
Restaurant and Tavern,
with its relaxing at·
mosphere, is one of the
student's best bets to visit
right before the pressure
of exams begins.
While Darryl's is
relatively expensive for
the student on a budget,
the restaurant em·

LighthOL

• Ask The Ones That Eat '
•Good Food At Economic
•More Bread etc. At No E
•Quick Service
Comer of Burke and Brooksl
NextToCityBev
Monday-Friday Specials any tit

. '
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Michael Edens

Costello legitiJllizes ·new wave
Elvis .Costello is a adolescent. His lyrics can Modern·," for exl\mple,
genius of contemporary only be described as describes a person who
popular music; he }DaY sullen. His music is feels as if he· is "second
well be the most talented oversimplified and place in the human race"
person in the music in· repetitive.
by concealing the pain of
dustry.
·
His songs have the a broken love affair and a
I don't think that I will · standard new wave dead-end life in the un·
the derstated last line:. "it
ever forgive him for il arrangements:
Rather than focus on guitarist plays three. won't be. a problem till
his brilliant new album chords on the bottom two the girls go home." ·
The skill with which
"Get Happy!", I would .strings of bis guitar; the
Cos.tello
has justified his
like to examine the effect organist dominates the
that his brand of new · sound, playing one of an persona and his music
wave music has had on infinite number of bas endeared him to rock
rock'n'roll so far, and the variations on "Land of critics and has inspired
effects it may have in the the· Thousand Dances·"
future.
the drummer bangs his ·
When new wave music· snare drum on two and
began, it appeared to be four, if he bothers to do
just another hype. foisted even that much.
upon the public by the
music industry--punk
Yet for Costello it allrock without Johnny works. The neurotic pose
Rotten or safety pins and the grinding music
through the cheek.
are justified by the
Costello because of his success of his amazing
great tal~nt, has to a lyrics.
large extent legitimized ' Costello's lyrics create
new wave music, helping a sense of alienation and
-to make it accevtable to persecution that rivals · many musicians to
the
public
and anything I have heard imitate his style.
establishing it as the· since Bob Dylan recorded
Most of the new wave
most popular fad in "Highway 61 Revisited" music gaining popularity
rock'n'roll today.
and "Blonde on Blonde." today, however, has all of
Costello embodies the Yet Costello is .always Costello's vices and none
new wave stereotype. He ·subUe in his treatment of of his virtues.
poses as a neurotic, such themes. The. new
hll
of Costello's
s li g h t1 y parlin o i d album's "Secondary musical defects seem to

extreme, Gary Numan
carries Costello's
paranoia to a ridiculous
degree, singing songs
about feeling safe only
when locked inside a car.
Worse still, the new
wave fad is causing other
artists to modify their
styles to fit its demands.
Linda :Jtonstadt and J.
Gells Band have been the
first casualties of a style
that is wholly inap·
propriate for them.

be required credentials
for the most popular new
wave and power pop
groups. The one-take
recording style of The
Knack insures sloppiness
rather than spontaneity.
The group's drummer
seems to miss the beat at
least three times in every
song. The Police seem to
consider it a virtue to sing
off-key.
Other "artists" imitate
Costello's neurotic pose,

Michael Edens

---without success.

-· -·-

Joe
Jackson, the most ob·
vious of the Costello
sound-alikes, lacks
Costello's lyrical gift, but
retains his wbininess in
such songs as "Is She
Really Going Out With
Him?". At the other

The problem is not that
new wave music itself is
bad; too much of the work
of Costello and a few
others has been too good
to suggest that. New
wave is, however, an
extremely limited,
idiosyncratic type of pop
music. It is suitable only
for a few artists.
Unfortunately, new wave
seems to be the direction
in which all of rock'n'roll
is going. Rock critic Nik
Cohn's comments about
another group are appropriate to describe the
effect Costello's music is
now having: "This boy
has talent; he may be the
ruin of us all."

..._1
..
t•

.

~
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Margaret Cole poses in front of her oil painting "Roses are Red, Violence is Blue,"
which is part of the Student Art Exhibition now on display in the Scales Fine Arts
Center.

Student art exhibit opens
JulieDoub
SlaffWri~

Three students won
cash prizes Monday night
at the opening of the
Student Art Exhibition in
the Scales Fine Arts
Center.
Lynn Shearin won the
$50 first prize for "Mike,

Gigi, Ginger," a large oil
painting.
·
"The Little Girls" by
Lori Clark and "Rock and
Roll I" by Leah Durner
won $25 awards for
second and third place,
respectively. Liz Ward·
received an honorable
mention for a small
untitled oil painting.

The exhibition is juried
by New York gallery
owner Barbara Glad·
stone.
The show will be open
through May 20, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on week·
days and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
on Saturdays and Sun·
days.

' G. Dale Neal ·

Reviewing a movie.: Parting shots
What is film reviewing. Reviewer. If you keep a with popcorn, Coke and
· besides the cushiest job two-by-four in the shower chewing gum, leave. A
in media next to rock in case Anthony Perkins good film keeps you glued
journalism? A record comes through the door, to your seat. Never mind
reviewer can read the if you always wanted to your shoes epoxied to the
album cover, find nifty . say goodbye to Ingrid floor. If you discover a
words in his thesaurus, Bergman out of the side- jujube on the bottom of
and then figure the of your mouth at an your tennis shoe, thai is a
number of stars bt his airport in the rain, if you good omen.
horoscope.
ever felt like beating on
The Kiddie Factor.
It is always surprising the ground with a bone, Having taken your seat,
to remember how many then throwing it into the you discover you are
people actually read film . air, accompanied by the surrounded by loud,
reviews, con!lideijng the Lo.ndon Symphony obnoxious pre-pubescent
drivel which usually Orchestra-then you are brats, take note. There
passes for cinematic qualified to be · a film are· no kiddie matinees
criticism. Actually, film critic, since 'you were for R·rated films. Ergo,
reviewing is a mystic art, alw~y~ J~~ JP. ,S,P.~~d,. ,.,th~ fil~ probablY;ha~·~e
· but~.o~ the ba~ic..fox:·. your.,lff~-in. the 411I:lt. ·~ ;_. m~ntahty of a :five: year·.
mulas are' understood,'. Tlie ·Sticky -Floor·· old ttyilig to'purtogether·~
anyone can divine a · Absoiute. "If upon ··en:·· a 'jigsaw ·puzzle after
movie in the ·dark. .
tering a theatre, you find having swallowed a
Who Can Be A Film that the floor is not coated piece.

At "Halloween," I sat
too close to a pair of
female junior high
dropouts, one of who had
already seen the movie
and was acting as scream
guide for the other.
"No, not yet, nothing's
going to happen here.
Now get ready, oh no, get
ready, he's going to-"
"AAAIIIEEEEIIEE!! ! "
(On cue.)
The. Gross Index.
During certain movies,
you may have the urgent
need to throw up, but you
are too scared .to g~ under
your. s_e_at because the
flOOllrtS 1 S~· -sticky. ThiS is
commonly known as a
gross or gruesome illm, a
gory exercise in cinema

shock treatment. The ternoon. Three hours
perverse "Cruising" or later, I emerged from
the sadistic "Alien" fall Vietnam and scenes of
into this category, the Russian Roulette into the
classic being of course night. Later at home, I
"The Texas Chainsaw noticed I could not keep
Massacre."
from trembling. Prompt
The Gut Reaction sedation in a local bar
Guide, or, Learn to Read soon followed.
Your Entrails. A movie
The movies are real
makes you cry, makes life; more accurately, a
you laugh, makes you chance at a second life. A
fear, makes you sleep. good mm wraps itself
Movies do not expand around us. We use every
your consciousness, ounce of our faculties,
provide .cathartic ex· emotion and memory, in
periences, or make you seeing our lives unwind in
go out and commit mas~ celluloid.
murder. You don't think · -Writing about what we'
in the dark of ·a movie·· see, ~·wez try: to . lemft:;·,
house, you dream.
coherence to our second··
I went to see "The Deer lives, our dreaming in the
Hunter" alone one af· · dark.

EVENTS

Darryl's features service, variety
phasizes service and
atmosphere as well as
D a r r y I ' s 1 9 1 3 quality of food. The
Restaurant and Tavern, waiters and waitresses
with its relaxing at· are fairly fast and ex·
mosphere, is one of the tremely helpful. Many
student's best bets to visit are WF students.
right before the pressure
The nienu ranges from
of exams begins.
New York strip steaks (11
While Darryl's is- ounce -$7.55) tpthe steak
relatively expensive for sandwich ($2.85) or
the student on a budget quiche ($2.95). As for
the restaurant em: menu choices; the salad
-

bar ($3.25), with 23 items
and unlimited ·visits,
makes a filling dinner or
a-great appetizer ($1. 75).
Excellent homemade
pizza crackers are served
with the salad.
Another tasty choice is
the Prohibition Special,
which includes ground
beef on rye bread with
Swiss cheese, onions and
french fries. At $3.65, it's

Lighthouse Grill . .

Teachers
Wanted

CandyHatcber
s~alf'll'ri<••

..
•Ask The Ones That Eat With Us
•Good Food At Economical Prices
•More Bread etc. At No Extra Charge
•Quick Service
Comer of Burke and Brookstown Streels
Next To CHy Beverage
Monday-Friday Specials any tlma for Students

--

-

I

Elementaty and Secoodary.
West and other states.
Placements since 1946
Southwest Teachers'
Agency
P.0. Box 4337
I
Alb. NM 87198

a delicious and filling
dinner. To. complete the
meal, if still hungry, one
should order Darryl's
cheesecake topped with
cherries ($1.35).
The restaurant, which
opens for lunch daily,
offers a lunch menu
which, in addition to the
dinner listings, has other
sandwiches and soups.
Prices for lunch are 20 to

30 cents less than for

dinner.
Darryl's bar, serving
over 150 different drinks,
offers a "2+1 special"
from 3 to 6 p.m. every day
and 9:30 p.m. until
closing Sunday through
Thursday. The drinks at
regular price
are
moderate to expensive
($2.55 for a frozen
daiquiri), but splitting

.

.

LECTURE··Charlotte Brown, an architectural
historian and Eugene Brown, an architect, will
the special with a friend speak on "Vernacular Versus Classicism:
is a good way to stay Trends in Recent Architecture" on Tuesday at 8
within a budget.
Darryl's opens at 11:30 p.m. in Reynolda House.
SEMINAR··"Vitality and Maturity in the
a.m. every day, and
closes at 11 p.m. Sunday, Arts" will be the theme of the third annual
midnight Monday seminar held on Thursday 9:30 a.m. • noon in
through Thursday, and 1 Reynolda House.
a.m.
Friday
and
CU FLICKS·· "Invasion of the Body Snatch·
Saturday. If you haven't
ers"
Friday and Saturday at 7, 9: 15 and 11: 30
tried Darryl's lately,
treat yourseU to a be·· p.m. and Sunday at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in
tween-exams break.
DeTamble; "Metropolis" Monday at 7 p.m.;
"Things to Come" Monday at 9 p.m.; "Them!"
Tuesday at 7 p.m.; "The Village of the Damned"
Tuesday at 9 p.m.; "The Forbidden Planet"
Wednesday at 7 p.m.; "Fantastic Planet"
Wednesday at 7 p.m.; "Colossus' Forbin
Project" Thursday at 7 p.m.; "Andromeda
Strain" Thursday at 9 p.m.

First Annual Ira G. Phartz

Beach Bash

on the Beach at Lake Norman
Saturday, May 31

I

noon - until $7. 50/person
advance sale only -tickets limited

7 Groups:
Plum Hollar
The Drifters
Burnt Ash
The Spontanes
Continental Divide
The Catalinas
The Ira G's - Southern Breeze

Must be 18 yrs. old to attend- no coolers
allowed
Send certified check or money order to:

Order Your Fraternity & SocietY Needs From
Jersey City. We Sell Nylon Jackets, Jerseys,

Sweatshirts, T-Shirts ,.,.nd Much More.

Ira G. Phartz Beach Club
4506 Monroe Rd.
Charlotte, N.C. 28205
(704) 372·6125 ..

JE.RSEY CITY
SPORT SHOP
Club
Center
Haven Shopping
5055 Country Club Road
Call765-5070
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Leuers to the editor

Homosexuals see~ recognition

BRAD NIX
ELAINE RIHTARCHIK
Business Managers

As one of the individuals in·
terviewed for your article "Gays
wish to avoid stereotype" (April25,
SARAJOHE
1980),
I was outraged by the way in
JANE JEFFRIES
SUSAN BRAY
which
the article was presented.
V!CfOR HASTINGS
SUSAN DARNELL
While
I recognize that it is im·
MARGARET KERFOOT
ANNETIE KAVANAUGH
possible
to ·present the entire text
Associate Editors
Assistant Editors
of the hour-long interview, I am
convinced that there were more
than three noteworthy quotes. This
Wake Forest Uni•ersity, Winston-Salem, North Carollna
is particularly distressing when
you rerognize that one of the
quotes was attributed to the wrong
person.
Contrary to your opening sentence, there were four persons
interviewed-two lesbians and two
gay men. Why Julie, the second
the
law,
and
in
the
case
Epps
lesbian,
was omitted is a real
It took all year, but
Is it because she lives on
cites,
the
law
is
explicit.
mystery.
something controversial-not to
Students
convicted of campus and is an undergraduate
mention newsworthy and
student?
While Old Gold &Black may not
thought-provoking--happened breaking visitation rules must
accept
their
punishment,
and
a
want
to recognize that there are
at Wake Forest.
judicial
body
handling
such
a
gay
people
living on campus, the
Student Judicial Board
case
must
proceed
according
to
fact
is
that
we
have been, are now,
member Brad Epps resigned,
law.
In
fact,
the
mark
of
a
great
and
always
will
be there.
charging his colleagues with
The
title
suggests
that we wish to
hypocrisy regarding visitation juror is his ability to set aside avoid "stereotype" (which by the
way is horrible grammar), yet
rules and lack of respect for prejudicial feelings and decide
objectively.
none
of the stereotypes or slurs we
defendants. And the SCTA
Epps,
however,
could
not
face
everyday
were included in the
department defended its use of
with
clear
conscience
convict
a
article.
The
point
was made during
praduate assistants in unthe interview that we do not fit or
dergraduate teaching fellow student of breaking a appreciate the images foisted upon
rule he considered unfair. us by a straight society.
situations.
The idea that all lesbians are
Insofar as Epps is concerned, Therefore, he made the right
decision--to
resign.
"man-hating,
butch dykes" or that
we can only comment on his
faculty
gay
men
are
"limp-wristed
Three
speech
first
charge--hypocrisy.
members and two graduate faggots" simply is not accurate. If
Disrespect for defendants is an
it was, we wouldn't be able to
internal affair, although last assistants signed a rebuttal continue to go unrecognized. The
year's Honor Council co- letter to the OG&B. They fact is that there are gay doctors,
chairma·n was suspended on claimed that a policy on lawyers, teachers, businesspergraduate assistants was forth· sons and even ministers.
similar charges.
The only things which make us
Does a judicial board have coming; however, since different are that we participate in
the right to pass judgment on graduate assistants have been relationships with members of our
fellow students even though the teaching Speech 151 for at least own sex and that we are forced by
rules they violated seem two years, we wonder just how archaic traditions to keep our
preferences a secret.
ridiculous and antiquated? long it takes to devise a sexual
Finally, I was outraged by what I
Epps thought not, and he procedure.
feel was the exploitation of those of
The use of graduates to fill us who were interviewed by OG&B.
resigned.
However,
he
engendered as much con- faculty roles is completely When we agreed to be interviewed,
troversy by publicizing details contrary to WF tradition. it was with the stated unthat the article would
of supposedly clandestine trials English professors teach fresh· derstanding
include a discussion of the Gay
as by simply resigning.
man
composition;
P.E. Support Group being formed under
Epps said board members do professors teach many elective the auspices of the Center for
not attempt to institute changes courses. The speech depart- Psychological Services.
!'i? straigh.t student, .ad·
in matters like social policy. rnent should play by the same
r.ules.
If
they
don'thJI.;ve
enough.
__
mtmstrator,
or m your case.,,edttor
Change, however, is not the
responsibility of a body such as professors to teacii' 'a. course~ , ·if~~u~1e{ti~a'kt~J~tf:1 !f~·:tt
SJB; it is duty of a legislature. then the administration should help all gay men and lesbians on
The judiciary is responsible hire more. All we ask for is a this campus develop a sense of seH·
worth and community.
only for the interpretation of definite policy.

Worthy news

Yet, twice you have chosen to
delete any mention of it from you
paper. Why you are afraid of it or
threatened by it is a question only
you can answer.
Perhaps this letter will force you
to be honest with yourselves and
your readers, and that you will
recognize your obligation to report
the "truth".
"Robert"

those terms. Our families reject us
our churches give us guilt trips o~
straight friends leave us alon~ (or
worse), our jobs are threatened
our lifestyles declared illegal. . '
We would like for life to be less
difficult (understatement of the
year). One positive move which
has been made at this institution is
the beginning of a gay group, which
will be held weekly by the
psychological services center. Its
focus will be for gay people, or for
people struggling with the
question.
I am unspeakably proud of my
alma mater for its progressive and
healthy attitude iil taking this step
toward helping its students. It is a
sign to me that the administration
may be more responsive to the
needs of its students than many of
us suspected.

passed for good reasons and
with good intentions.
Nobody is "out to get us" as
we would like to believe. The
problem arises when these good
intentions become antiquated.
Revision will take place much
more expediently by petitioning
and amplifying the problem
instead of just breaking the rule.
SJB is indeed an arm of the
administration and is not tr]lly
independent, but I view my
participation in two ways.
First, one must walk before
running. The best way to get at
these laws is to downplay their
importance and gradually
reform them, not by shouting
and waving arms. Therefore, I
chose to work through the ad·
ministration and not against it.
Secondly, I will not, and will
not be expected to con·
temptuously insult this administration by refusing to
uphold these laws fairly. For
example, when two people plead
guilty to intervisitation
violations of which they have
previously been convicted and
war,ned repeatedly, I simply
don t smile and say, "That's
okay."
These people were duly
warned a combined total of five
times with the stipulation of
more severe action each time.
In spite of these facts, however,
we were still somewhat compassionate and concerned for
the outcome of the proceedings
and deliberated over the harshness of the punishment. No
ma~ter how I figure it, I just
can t make us out as bad buys,
unfortunately for some.
For the benefit of Mr. Epps, I
am, in spite of all appearances,
a man of honor and believe
firmly in the code of chivalry
abandoned by our society.
If I can't sit on a trial un·
biased, I won't, and for this
reason I will not sit in on a trial
of a friend, unlike others.
Somehow, this bias will
manifest itself; that is another
breach of honor.
Finally, I resent the hostility
manifested by Mr. Epps toward
co-chairman Bill Boyle, which
we all witnessed. Bill Boyle is

one of the unsung heroes at
Wake Forest and, along with
Terry Payne, has done more to
help out students in trouble than
Mr. Epps obviously com·
prehends.
In view of this Mr. Boyle still
respects and listens to authority,
like myself. I sincerely hope that
when I reach a position of
authority, people will listen to
and respect me instead of instinctively shooting off their
mouths.
Pete Corrigan,

Trial delays
After reading last week's Old
Gold and Black, I felt compelled
to write this letter concerning
my recent experience with the
Student Judicial Board. While
currently serving as a member
of the Honor Council, I had
agreed to defend two students,
whose case has been pending for
over six weeks.
I have received neither in·
formation nor assistance
regarding the date, format or
circumstances of the trial. The
SJB co-chairman in charge of
this trial, Bill Boyle, has in·
consistently set and cancelled
dates without any apparent
regard for the welfare of the
students.
Needless to say, the students
involved have become quite
concerned about both their
current and future status at
Wake Forest. Issues such as
these should require the full and
prompt consideration of SJB so
that not only the students but the
board itself could be relieved of
future pressures.
Given my contact with SJB, I
can fully understand and
sympathize with the recent
resignation of a member of the
board. Perhaps SJB should
examine more closely the
qualities of those in charge of
affairs of such importance to
students.
Gregory S. Frisby

Amle Blackman

Room search

I am old enough to vote. I am old
enough to be drafted. I am even old
enough to think. And the niore I
think about the WF administration,
the more bummed out I get.
Mark Reece, Lu Leake and their
band
of Baptists seem to think God
According to the last edition of
appointed them Guardian Angels
Old Gold and Black, 400 potential
of the world. It's not enough that
homosexuals live in the WF
they have to protect us children
community. Therefore there must
from
the evils of intervisitation and
be more than 3000 potential
having
normal relations with
heterosexuals at the university,
members of the opposite sex. Now
Present visitation rules limit the
God has given them the right to
hours a heterosexual couple may
Name Withheld search
our rooms over spring
spend together alone in a private
break
and
Christmas. ·
room, but not the time a
You
know,
it sure is swell of the
homosexual couple may be alone
deans and head residents to be so
together.
concerned with our safety that they
Will the administration now pass
rules limiting a gay's social life?
I write this letter to bring to the thoroughly check rooms as soon
Or will it maintain the present
attention of the students and we leave for breaks. It's everi more
rules, thus discriminating against
faculty here at Wake Forest an swell that they care enough about
the heterosexuals? All we ask for
injustice that' is occuring per· us to examine the contents of our
are the same rights as
taining to the extra rights and drawers. We sure are lucky to have
homosexuals.
privileges students on .athletic keepers who respect us so. ·much.
The most tragic aspect of this
scholarships receive. .
Two Concerned Heterosexuals
For the last semester I have been whole situation is the student
toward
the
ad·
tutoring athletes on scholarships apathy
and regular tuition paying ministration's denial of our moral
rights. Year after year student
students, in French and Spanish.
As the semester came to a close, elections come .along and no one
has enough guts to deal with· the
t~.o of the students I was tutoring in
As a gay worn an at Wake, I
French were doing very poorly and administration. They all play their
would like to do my part to dispel so decided to try to drop their little games a.nd whimper at the
the false images the community course in order to avoid the ap· feet of these powerful officials.
seems to hold regarding
pearance of a failing grade on their Have they no self-respect?
homosexual women. I speak in
transcript.
The administration won't listen
hopes that people will come to be
These students were a regular to words of reason. Instead, by
more understanding and accepting
student and an athlete on embracing . a harmful morality
of us as they learn that they have scholarship. The regular student's that's virtually extinct in more
nothing to fear from us.
request to do so was refused as well advanced parts of the world, they
Being a lesbian does not mean
as her request that her standing in invade our privacy· and deprive us
that you are butch, dyke, or some the course be changed to pass-fail of self·respect.
They make campus criminals
kind of macho woman with a or audit.
out of men and women who have a
Harley-Davidson, or even that you
On the other hand the student on
great deal to offer this university.
are necessarily athletic1 It does not
athletic scholarship had no
And even more important, there
make you a man-hater, neither a problem in doing so even though he
exists an atmosphere of growing
child molester, neither anything had failed the course once before.
resentment toward Wake Forest
except a woman who wants to be
The course these students were
from
within the student body.
fully free to be herself, and who trying to drop was exactly the
I long for the day when that
finds within herself a love for other
same, as was the point in time in
resentment turns to aggressive
worn~..... , ..... "' ""
,.:!r"'''"· ~h~,s.eme~.teratwhichtheytriedto
. 'it seem's.so little!qf.us to ask::-: ·a.... do so:
.
. .. ~::·:.: -. : ·:·:. · action' :against; ;the arrogant; and
outrageous actions typica~.of.. this
measure of acceptance, of siipporf .
I do not consider this fair policy,
for us as human beings ... yet
especially for an establishment school. But, then again, who cares?
seldom do people think of us in
that professes the high ideals that
Tony Brunelo
Wake Forest does.

Visitation

Scholarship

as

Gay women

by Nix

Examination
Epps' resignation from the
Student Judicial Board as an act
of protest has led me to reexamine my function as a
member of SJB. As it is stated in
the Student Body Constitution, I
am "to support the rules and
regulations of the University,
and to be mindful of the interests
of the students as well as the
interests of the University."
In other words, I serve to
maintain the regulations to
which WF students adhere. I do
not consider myself a puppet of
the administration. On the
contrary, I am upholding the
. same rules and regulations that
students advocate.

'1ittS.{"Y IS THE ,t.t,Af!T JlJY, fl'E'£ rREli 7C> OfUJlil?
EvER YOW'D

WH"''T-

1./~E/ ~

Like many students I conside; .th~ rules regarding intervtsttabon as archaic and
unnecessary. Nevertheless the
student majority supports these
rules either with their accordance or their apathy.
I am convinced this majority
is not interested in change, and
until .they initiate a change, my
functiOn as a member of SJB is
to abide by the present
regulations. To insure that
violators of the rules are tried
justly and fairly Is not a
hypocritical act.

I
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bns ~~the' senior!approacl

Cirtfumstance":shall ma
following four comforta
turesque southern collegE
affairs iil that real worl1
Unfortunately, the pe
enter the real world with
accompanies idealistic Yl
bleak assessment of the
for America is in a decU
The economy points out
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With respect to last issue's
editorial, I question the im·
plication that I, as a member of
SJB, deem myself superior to
other students. If the intent of
the editorial was to encourage
reform, I suggest a better ap·
proach than to make such a
presumptuous inference.
I will be the first to support the
need for reform concerning SJB
as well as university
regulations, however, I believe
that resignation signifies
walking away from the opportunity and responsibility to
make needed changes.

We sell · ourselve
pretty well.
.The ordered campu
. glows .with a.· sell
,confidence . that
projected
by
it
graduates. We are
small, private, churcl
related universit
combining the best of ai
four characteristics. W
a:.:e ·a commuriity com
mitted to a liberal art
tradition.
Our mission is t
produce
liberall·
· ~due ated citizens, but it;
not by accident that ou
graduates become som·
of. the best doctors
c~ergy, .businessmen an1
· engineers. Wake Fores
promises to develop th·
individual socially
emotionally · and in
tellectu;illy. Ou
graduates are · educated
not trained.
Future freshmen al''
impressed with the goal
of the students and th1
concern and accessibilit•
of a faculty dedicated t;
nurturing the mat~ity o
· the students.
· Incoming freshmen· art
quickly and slncerell
sold on the intrinsic wort!
of a liberal arti
education .. They becomt
sellers as well as buyers
We want to; and d1
believe that we made i
wise purchase.
Wbat we are selling t1
ourselves. and others arE
myths. It is, howeve1
· difficult' to distinguisl
which myths are uniquel~
our own and which arE
the shortcomings o1
higher education ii
general.
The first myth is ow
sense of community. WE
are a small communit~
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I would appreciate a respolllle
from the fac\llty that made these
inconsistent decisions as to the
reasons that theY: did so.

Members defend SJB charges
I'm no English major and
have never felt a compulsion to
write to this newspaper at the
risk of boring friends and
colleagues with my opinions, but
in facing a personal affront to
my actions, the time is nigh.
It must be clarified that the
proceedings of the Student
Judicial Board are not conducted in the manner of the
Salem witch trials or the Stalin
purges, nor are they conducted
with the revelry of a National
Lampoon staff meeting.
The mood is tense when peers
have to act as prosect•''>r, judge
and jury, and this mood is
alleviated greatly when the
students try to communicate
with each other as students and
not as special prosecutors. In
SJB meetings, we do not try to
impress our authority or
superiority upon defendants:
rather, we are just trying to be
fair.
In trial deliberations, (which,
by my honor I have chosen to
withhold
because
these
discussions are private and no
one else's business) the members merely talk about student
defendants as any students
would.
This is my style and I don't
need to change it, because I am
not "contemptuous" toward any
student defendant. I feel that I
speak for all of us.
In addition, nothing of this
content, be it positive or
negative, should be mentioned
outside of that specific room,
either to the defendant or to
anyone else, especially the
press, which has been so
graciously done. This is an
outright breach of faith and
honor.
This brings me to my next
point: honor. When I took my
oath, I promised to uphold the
laws of Wake Forest University
and that is what I have done.
These laws are not always
suitable and the degree to which
they are enforced is a definite
factor in SJB deliberation.
However, the fact remain~
that they are laws and rather
than being instituted blindly as
many suppose, they have been

..W~
w"a· J
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440 Waugh!
Winston-salem,
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Cathy Woodard
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Wake produces few thinkers
We "sell · ourselves without a sense . of
pretty well.
community. The frien·
.The ordered campus dliness which so im·
. glows .with a · self· presses visitors is only a
.confidence . that is facade for division and
projected
by
its fragmentation.
graduates. We are a
Part of the problem are
small, private, church- the physical barriers and
related university social regulations into
combining the best of all which students are
four characteristics. We thrust. But the problem is
a~e ·a community com- also the sollial structure
mitted to a liberal arts which students ap·
tradition.
provingly perpetuate.
Our mission is to
Informal social in·
. produce
liberally teraction is noticeably
· educated. citizens, but it's absent on a campus in
not by accident ~at our which the physical layout
gradu;ites become some ' of the dorms segregates
of. the best. doctors, the sexes and archaic
cl~rgy, businessmen and
social rules try to keep
-engineers. Wake Forest them there. You're not
promises to develop the here very long before you
individual socially, realize that the road
emotionally · and in- separating the women's
tellectu!illy. Our dorms from the rest of
graduate!! are· educated, the campus is a symbol
not trained.
as well as a thoroughfare.
Future freshmen are
Students also need a
impressed with the goals place they can call their
of the students and the own, a place to study,
concern and accessibility relax and talk to other
of a faculty dedicated to students. Reynolda Hall
nurturing the matu.rity of houses student activities,
· tlte students.
.
but it is by no means a
Incoming freshmen are center for students. For
quickly and sincerely many, Reynolda is a
sold' on the intrinsic worth place to register and a
of · a liberal arts shortcut to the quad.
education. They become
In the dearth of in·
sellers as well as buyers. formal relationships,
We want to; and do formal interaction all too
believe that we made a often
centers
on
wise purchase.
fraternities and societies. ·
What we are selling to We pride ourselves on our
ourselves. and others are sense of community, but
myths. It is, however the first concerted effort
· difficult' to distinguish upperclassmen make to
which myths are uniquely. meet freshmen comes
our own and which are during the segregating
the shortcomings of procedure we call rush.
higher ·education in
We graduate a lot of
general.
·
. · students with stunted
The first myth is our social growth. Students
sense of community. We learn to rely on select
are a small community groups of friends be it as

KAs or as hallmates.
Fragmentation should be
easier to combat on . a
small campus. We do not
seem to be having very
much success. But then,
we have never staked our
reputation on our style of
promoting social growth.
The most dangerous
myth we perpetuate is
that a WF education
teaches you to think. A
WF education can teach
you to think. But from the
trpupes of intellectual
lightweights that run
around the campus, it
may be the exception
rather than the rule. It's
too easy to leave Wake
Forest with more an·
swers than questions.
College can easily
become the instrument of
socialization for a
complacent professional
class. A WF graduate
leaves the university with
a stamp·of respectability
and little more polish
than the unfortunate
students whose education
has been less diverse.
We take pride that the
very breadth of our
education may make our
first job a little tougher to
snare, but that in the end
we will be more qualified
than
those
with
specialized training.
Wake teaches us a lot;
it needs to unteach us a
lot more. We could use a
little less polish and a
little more roughing up.
If a student learns a lot
without learning to
question, be receives the
mos t
d a n g e r o us
education of all ••
educated ignorance.
. An education which
does not include an
examination of values is

an education which
grants a false legitimacy
to prejudices . and
stereotypes. It is one
thing for a seventh grade
drop-out to assume that
free enterprise is the only
ennobling system of
economics. When you
bear
the
same
generalizations in an
upper division history
class, it's frightening.
The seventh grade ·
drop-out will probably
never have a position of
authority in his com·
munity. The aspiring
lawyer who doesn't
realize that there is a
difference between
socialism and com·
munism probably will.
A college course should
introduce you to basic
concepts and teach you
how to assimilate and
research additional information. But most
important you should
question whatever values
you brought into the
course. The best skill
which you can acquire in
college Is the ability to
rethink your opinions and
then support your
position cle'arly and
logically on paper or in
conversation.
Theoretically the· in·
tellectual banter should
spill into the pit and the
dorms even if it is not
present in the classroom.
But dinner conversation
more often focuses on
preparing
for
or
recuperating from tests
than it does-on the testing
of ideas.
Most
professors
challenge students
through the contents of
their sources to question
their values. Students are

Karen ]aenke

encouraged to ask
questions, but class
discu!Jsion is often
regarded as an inefficient
uge of class time.
If students are not
willing to
initiate
discussions outside of
class, professors would
be wise to spend a little
less time covering the
material and a little more
time prodding the
students. Professors need
to tutor students in
remedial thinking.
When I graduate next
February, I'll leave with
a healthy sense of
inadequacy and confidence that I have·
acquired some of · the
tools to promote intellectual and social
growth. But I will also
leave the institution I
respect with some
nagging doubts.
I too was sold and try to
sell the merits of a liberal
arts education. I believe
that exposure to diverse
ideas is an effective
catalyst to questioning
values.
.However, if in a
respected liberal arts
institution, I have serious
misgivings that college
teaches most of its
students to think, 1 am
either making a serious
indictment of higher
education in general or of
Wake Forest in par·
ticular.
·
We're not the best and
the brightest, but we're
supposed to be the better
and the brighter. Either
we do not deserve our
reputation or
our
eminence is one In which
mediocrity becomes
excellence by virtue of
comparison.

Scattered studen~ occupy themselves with early morning study in the library
before exams begrn Monday.

Sue Hauser

Education takes shape

According to my
The theory was that at
father, I always write some time or other, in·
about whatever is spiration would strike
worrying me the most. and you would set your
True to form, my subject course for an · exciting
corresponds pretty well career in financial
with my current ob· management or cultural
session-finding a job.
anthropology.
And even though WF
Looking back, this
publications exhausted particular idea reminds
the topic of liberal arts me a lot of when I learned
somewhere during the the alphabet in the first
second of my four years grade and decided that I
here, I want to further should be a writer
exhaust it. I'd like to because I printed so well.
raise the 'question of
Instead of being bit
exactly how the liberal with an inspiration, I
arts relate to the sticky discovered the liberal
process of finding em- arts. I found that I could
ployment for oneseH.
study and enjoy an·
Before I came to thropology with ab·
college, deciding on a solutely no desire to be an
career never seemed like anthropologist. Likewise
much of a decision. In for philosophy, art,
fact, it seemed much less religion and literature.
difficult than deciding
I was back in the first
where to. go to college.
grade again. Like a kid in
a candy store, I sampled
a little of everything, but
didn't buy anything. I
was so fascinated by the
variety that commitment
to one thing seemed
senseless.
As a result, three a:nd
three-fourths years at .
howeyer, are at the root· of America's :decline: They
Wake Forest can be
are simply the reflection aild the reverberations of a
summed up in one word:
more subtle and elusive yet more powerful factor de-specialization. I have
the weakening moral fiber and inner spirit of the
taken courses in most of
nation ..
the departments here,
Traditional moral norms. have undergone a
with the result that I
revolutionary upheaval in the last 20 years, and we
know a little about a lot of
have "progressed" and "advanced" to the point things.
where we concede either there is no good and no right,
The goal of all this was
or there is no good and no right which we can know and supposed to be breadth of
intellect, the end result a
agree upon.
·
kind
of twentieth century
Our commitment to equality now means that every
Renaissance
At
man's values are equally acceptable and right. This least that's whatmind.
It says u
moral relativism is a far cry from the self-evident you read between the
truths of which the founding fathers spoke.
lines of the 1976 WF
We lack as well the commitment and fervor to catalog.
At one point, I was so
maintain American principles and traditions which
taken
with the idea that I
have always··been assumed to be at the heart of our
thought
the best way to a
free society - Uberty, self-determination, individual
good
education
might
freedoms, the blessings of justice.
actually be to non-major.
America has been given nearly every conceivable
Fortunately, you can't
advantage. Her resources and the blessings of nature do that at Wake Forest.
exceed those of perhaps any nation in history: an Some older and wiser
·expansive land of.beauty and bounty, rich in natural administrative mind was
resources and varied in climate and geography; looking out for my in·
freedom from divisive linguistic and religious strife; a terests. What I didn't
unique heritage which values the individual life higher realize is that if you're
·than any civilization known to mankind; an over· going in five directions at
whelming consensus on basic political procedure and the same time you'll
never go anywhere.
,goals; an economy of enormous opportunity; a Eventually,
some degree
:freedom unparalleled in history.
of direction has to be
provided.
The challenge falls to our generation. We must
recapture the spirit and commitment which enabled
This direction can
come in either of two
the founding fathers to say, "with a firm reliance on
ways. You can choose to
the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
specialize right. from the
pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our
beginning. This is the
sacred Honor."

""""'S~~«:)rs t~ face declining America
bas ~~the> seniorfapproaohesothe-.day

when "Pomp and
. Cirtfumstance'':11ball march him into the real world
following four comfortable years at a small, pic·
turesque southern college campus, what is the state of
affairs in that real world which awaits him?
Unfortunately, the perceptive individual cannot
enter the real world with the optimism that normally
accompanies idealistic youth. Instead, he arrives at a·
bleak assessment of the state of affairs in America,
for America is in a decline.
The economy points out this decline in a statistically
and sharply painful way. Even if the current unemployment rate of 7.8 percent, inflation rate of 18
percent and prime interest rate of 20 percent are seen
to be unfortunate but passing maladies which must
simply be endured, and even if it is assumed that our
energy dependence is a surmountable obstacle, still,
the trend of unemployment, inflation and recession of
the past decade stare us in the face.
When juxtaposed against the thriving, expanding,
growing economy of the 1950s and '60s, the economy
looks more dismal. This basic reversal in the
·economic health curve of our nation is highlighted by
the single category of productivity. Our rate of
productivity is no longer on the rise; it has turned
sharply and retreated.
So as not to be guilty of a Marxian emphasis on
material factors to the exclusion of other more
significant factors, let's turn to the political sphere.
Two trends stand out here.
The first is the magnitude and extensiveness of
corruption. Watergate and the indirect removal of the
President from the Oval Office through public opinion
which crippled his ability to govern is unparalleled in
American history.
Our age has come to accept that politics is dirty, to
assume the existence of corruption and to tolerate its
presence.

The seC:pn,d unhealtl)y trend.. in .politics can be
pointed out by raising the following question: who are
the great statesmen of the past 2o years? Not only do
most of us strain to name one, but even the concept
"statesman" sounds stilted and dreadfully outdated to
our modern ears.
·However, we need not go back 20 years, for this
election year provides ample evidence. Few are enthusiastic supporters of Reagan, and still fewer
eagerly await another four years of Jimmy Carter.
Most of us, it seems, will vote "the lesser of two evils."
The legal sphere also shows tell-tale signs of trouble.
Our society has distorted or perverted what has
always been a strong and healthy legal tradition, for
we have become excessively litigious.
One is humored to learn of the reasons Americans
•.ow sue, or attempt to sue, their fellow Americans: a
professor for giving his student an undesired and
presumably undeserved grade, a television network
for the mental anguish it caused a viewer by failing to
televise a boxing match, and even a football referee
for the humiliation he caused fans by making a bad
call.
The dangers inherent in such incessant litigation are
twofold: first, excessive litigation is counterproductive and costly to society. The costs of
malpractice insurance in the medical profession are
but one example of this.
Secondly, and more importantly, it is the spirit
behind the litigation which is so disconcerting. We
have become a people ruled by the letter of the law
rather than the spirit of the law.
The seH·restraint, discretion and civility which once
allowed the spirit of the law to rule have been replaced
by a people constantly demanding their rights, who
have thus had to be ruled by quotas, regulations and
the letter of the law.
None of these factors- economic, political or legal-

INTERESTED IN SEX?
If you want to find out about various forms of
contraception (for men and women), reproductive
diseases; if you want a professional, non-intim·
idating gynecological exam or pregnancy test,
Planned Parenthood of Winston-Salem can offer
these services to students at a low cost.
Sav~ about 50% of the cost of a moving company by
ren!ln~

Ryder truck and moving it yourself. Save still more
in • ne, trouble and aggravation by renting a truck
from the lest-maintained, most dependable fleet in the world:
Ryder's. Save in peace of mind by knowing your Ryder truck
is sturdy, dependable and up to the job. Save time and
effort with the built-in loading ramp that's part of each Ryder
move-it-yourself truck. Isn't that enough savings for you?
I

440 Waughtown St.
Winston-salem, N.C. 27107
(919) 784·8172
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The staff is friendly and young, the atmosphere is
relaxed, and all visits are totally confidential. Find
out the answers to your questions before you
have any problems. We're in the business of
prevention.
Call or visit our offices anytime and learn what
life's really about.

Don'tForget ·.
You'll need jogging shoes for· the
summer. Pick them up at Athletic
Attic before you head home.

We~llhelp·al~

761-1052
129 Fayette St.
~between Burke and lst St.)

..

shoes

Men's & Women's .. on SALE
Reg.

Vantage
Vantage Supreme

Planned Parenthood

right course for a lot of
people.
If you've known from
the age of five that you
want to be a dentist, you
can justifiably con·
centrate on that goal.
Here, the liberal arts
functions as a kind of
adjunct designed to keep
you from becoming too
one-sided.
However, if you don't
have such a defined end
in sight, variety assumes
a new importance. You
can saturate yourself
with possibilities.
However, the end to all
this diversity should
eventually appear in
some form as a kind of
synthesis.
For me this point came
during my junior year.
My courses began to
interrelate. Themes and
patterns would recur with
amazing frequency.
Suddenly, my education
seemed to be worth all
the time and money that
had been put into it.
Now the situation is
somehow different.. I~m
?2 yel!rs. olq. IIJ. ..~ Jj~t\e
.over a. month, ,.t n ·be
graduating and bec'o'mfrig
seriously self"sufficient.
At the least, I'll be fully
responsible for myself.
So, I go to look for a job
and find that I'm not
specialized enough.
Engineering and accounting are definitely
out. There aren't many
entry level positions
whose only prerequisite
is synthesized knowledge.
Initially, this causes a
little confusion. I've just
paid twenty thousand
dollars to qualify myseif
out of a lot of jobs.
But looking back on it,
there's not anything that
I would change. I made a
choice as to how that
money would he spent
and I still believe I made
the right choice. What
I've gotten in return is
much more valuable than
if I would find the money
to be locked away in a
trust fund somewhere.
The distinction is one of
quality. I may not have
gotten any job training,
but that's supposed to
come on the job anyway.
And when I do get that
job, I think I'll be able to
enjoy it a lot more
because of the way I've
spent the last four years.

Super Villanova
HuggerGT
New Silver Streak

Price
32.95

Sale Price

28.00
37.95 32.00'
27.95 23.00
41.95 34.00
23.95 20.00

· ttic
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Reynolds Village
In Reynolda Gardens
723·0196

THE Place to shop for jogging, r
tennis, swimming.
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New

,Bums ace coU"(ttry-clubbers
PhUBrichak

with their conversation
and on the other, I found
myself too involved with
the fluidity of Raif's
ground strokes and.
passing shots. I was also
secretly hoping that
Rusty would take his
weapon of attack and, in
a fit of rage, bring it
crashing to the court,
shattering it into millions
of tiny splinters. No such
luck.
M;any people still see
tennis as a "gentleman's
sport." My friends from
Duke are apparently
among them. What these
ladies didn't seem to
understand though, was

A"IOdate Sporttt Edllor

On a sunny Sunday
morning nearly two
weeks ago, I resolved
myself to the fact that,
for once, I would do
something constructive
with my Sunday morning.
I put a ·particularly
. courageous effort into
rising before noon, and
after a light breakfast
and a few sections of the
Sunday paper, I set out to
the northeast. In my
search, I was hoping to
find four or five hours of
competitive collegiate
tennis, die-hard ACC
fans, and sun.
I came away from that
morning-afternoon at
Wake's courts with a
generous portion of all
three of the above, plus
something I hadn't really
bargained for. I had the
chance of a lifetime, the
opportunity to engage in
class warfay~._!_~s~e~~ !t
up.
I swear, to this day, I
still do not know how it
happened. But all of a
sudden, there I was,
surrounded by a contingent of groupie
mothers from Duke. On
the court in front of me,
Wake's remarkable
freshman, Phil Raiford,
was on his way to clipping
the short fuse of Duke's
Russell Gache.

New York City may
indeed be a metaphor for
the decay of western
civilization·:apd a city in
tatters, butfoi"Billy Sims
and Syd ·Kitson the Big
Apple was a little better
than heaven Tuesday
afternoon.
The NFL draft took
place Tuesday and
Wednesday in New York
and Sims, the former
Oklahoma running back,
was the first college
player chosen. The
Detroit Lions picked Sims
and will now have the fun
of trying to meet the
demands of a 4.5 million
dollar contract.
S1aff pholo by Brian Andefson

Armand Molino and Tom Kieffer return a volley at the ACC Tennis Championships
last weekend. 1, 700 rambunctious fans were on hand to chee(, boo, and root.

bathed·
in
non- now when Duke hosts the crazed college students
conformity. Thanks Mark finals of the ACC tennis who are cheering for the
Dickson for your yellow tournament. It would be a same people they supfarm equipment hat that
port. I cannot help but
backed up your 100 mph great opportunity to look wonder whether they will·
serves. Thanks . also, to up my friends, and become prisoners of the
the unidentified Terps maybe treat them to a moment and strain to
who played in regular t- few drafts at some local provide
that
im·
shirts.
· watering hole. I am also measurable, yet evercurious to see how they important, aspect of
I would love to be in will react on their horne athletic competition,
Durham two years from court, surrounded by fanatic support. · ·

Sutton edges Hallberg
ScottSapp
Sporu Wriler

20C discount

Home Cooking

If"·'"""' Break{Aot

Lunrh

HomPifiJldP Bi•ruito

Speruli:ing In

c,...Am Grat'Y

Wake wins Big Four tourney
·After finishing second tory gave Molino his
to Clemson in the ACC second consecutive Big
tennis tournament, the . Four title and clinched
Wake Forest men's the team title for Wake.
tennis team traveled to
Andy Avram of Wake
Greensboro last weekend defeated Matt McDonald
in search of a Big Four 6-0, 2·6, 6-3 to take third
tennis title. A victory by place in singles and set up
Wake's Armand Molino, the decisive Molino
at number one singles match. Avram controlled
gave Wake the team the first set totally, not
cham pions hip.
allowing McDonald to
Playing co:lfldently on win a game. In the second
the Greensboro clay set, it was McDonald's
courts, Molino defeated turn to set the pace. In the
State's Andy Andrews for final set Avram once
the number one singles again outplayed his
crown. The 6-2, 6-4 vic- opponent.

Open For Breakfast
7-12 Sun.
6-11 Mon. ·Sat.

Cheeaeburgen

Hours·Mon. tbru Fri. 6:00·3:00Sat. 7·2
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ANDREWS PHARMACY
S. N11wthornr .1t M.J&nol•lll

Wintton·Salfm, N.

724-7600
Corner of Cherry St. and 30th
No checks accepted

5946 University Parkway
(next to Food World)
Phone 377-9101

~~3-lli7~J

ANDREWS-SUMMIT PHARMACY
Wintton·S•II'm, N. c.

We specialize in foreign car parts and
. ·: complete line domestic parts

Sultan~
Tony Sussmann

Jeff Walters scored
Frank Johnson with a
single to left in the top
half of the ninth inning
and the Sultans of Swing
held on for a 6:-5 .,victory
over the Tail of· Spence in
the intramural softball
championship game.
The Sultans got off to a
quick start with three
first inning runs, and they
added another in the
fourth to take a 4-1 lead
into the bottom half of the
sixth inning.
The Tail of Spence, who
had scored their only run
in the bottom half of the
first inning, erupted for
five runs to take a 5-4 lead
into the last inning. The
Sultans came right back
and tied the g;;~me when
Armand Molino drove in
Sandy Church with a oneout single.
The Tail of Spence
threatened to pull the
game out in the bottom
half of the seventh,
placing runners on first
and second with nobody
out, but the Sultans carne
up with a double play to
send the game into eJ!:trainnings.
'
The playoffs would not
.~~..,;;r.;,.;..,..-,;~~

EVERGREEN.
"PG"
Mon·Fri 5· 7·9
Sat&Sun 3·5·7-9

Open Monday thru
Thursday 11 a.m.
'til11 p.m.; Fri.,
and Sat. 11 a.m. 'til
Midnight; Sunday
4 p.m. 'til11 p.m.

5900 University
Parkway (At Intersection of Hwy. 52 N.)
Phone: 377·2208

MCAT-DAT
Review
Course Take the course
individually in Atlanta in
3 to 5 days. P.O. Box
77034, Atlanta, Ga.
30309 phone (404)
874-2454.

Quadrophenia

Heartbeat

"R" In Dolby Stereo

Mon·Fri 5· 7·9
Sat& Sun 3·5· 7. 9

Sat.-Sun. 3-5-7·9
Mon.-Fri. 5·7·9
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Monday Night Special
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School's Out Soon!
Late Flick
Fri. & Sat.11:15

Rey

Advance $1.00 'til

Sweater Girls

For on~

Rated "A"

$1 .50 at door
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wlo salad bar
with salad bar
you gel lasagna and tea or coffee
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Start Your Summer At The King
George Motel or Sand Pebble
Motel In North Myrtle Beach.
Wake Forest After School

Special: Rooms $17
Cal/803-249-2721

For Reservations

ciT•

.

c.

The intramural season cam
Sultans of Swing defeatin(
the softball championship.

~~~~~~~~~~

!'iORTHERJ\ STYLE PIZZA

6-12 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 6-1 a.m.

Thick Hamburg•n &

SERV/f'JG PIZZA.
LASAGNA· SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI AND GREAT
SANDWICHES

-=====i:)CI:lC:

Sun.~ Thur.

ond

Country· Ham & Tenderloin

Staff photo by Bruce Wellman

participate in the NCAA

Campus Delivery:

Thi~k Hamburger St.,.ko

(irit•

Haddock said, "I was
ver.y encouraged by our
performance. the last day.
Our comeback and Gary
Hallberg's play were the
good notes of the tournament." Hallberg
finished four under par
for the tournament.

Hal Sutton of Centenary defeated defen·
ding champion Gary
Hallberg of Wake Forest
on the second playoff hole
to win the Chris Schenkel
Intercollegiate Invitational golf tournament
last
weekend
in
The golf season will
Statesboro, Ga.
conclude with the NCAA
Oklahoma St. beat cha rnpionship tournaFlorida on the first ment in Columbus, Ohio
playoff hole to win the May 27-31. Wake finished
team title in the 54 hole third last year, and is
tournament.
rated· as one of the top
The Deacons finished in teams again this year.
a tie for fourth with East
Haddock will take five
Tennessee St. at 879, players to Columbus,
seventeen strokes behind defending NCAA
the winners. Second champion Gary Hallberg,
round leader Georgia one of this year's
Southern faded and favorites along with Bob
finished third at 872.
Clampett of ·Birgharn
Wake jumped from. ·'Young; ·: ·:<;·arY, Pinns,
thirteenth to fourth on the ·Robert Wrenn, Tom• '
final day of the tour- Knox, and either Eric
nament. Coach Jesse Slovenkay or Matt King.

Pizz-A
GARDEN

209 N.Marshall

J214 fte-yuold.a Road

George Minot

been

B&MGRILL '

l'honr

of this tournament, and
others . like it, will
hopefully put tennis at a
level where people more
given to spontaneity have
more of a chance to enjoy
the sport.
Barbarian that I am, I
must admit that I took
delight in Tom Kieffer's
disapproval of a lin'e
judge's call on Friday
morning. I respected his
decision to question the
call.
I too was one of the
animals on the wall
cheering the efforts of
senior Armand Molino
and trying to add to the
support of Armand's
Army.
·
I
thank all the
anonymous players who
lost their composure and
succumbed to the sheer
spontaneity of the
moment, responding to
bad shots and good shots,
with "unteiinislike"
exclamations and invocations to the divine.
I know of a few people
who probably did not
appreciate all the outbursts, but I am sorry
ladies. I even enjoyed the
players who went into
their finals matches

_ _ _ _ _ _ _...,..,..""""'·_ _ _ __,
that this was the ACC, only cleaned them up, as
they were at Wake I am sure it was Intended
Forest, and Raif's to do, and then made
Raiders were itching for them a lltUe louder.
I am not sure if. holding
a win.
These Lady Devils the ACC tournament at
were disturbed by the Wake Forest was good for
fact that Wake's fans the Deacon players,
were
so
"un- althf)ugh I tend to believe
sportsmanlike". Why, the it was from what I had
Dea~on backers even · rea!l and moat of what I
went so far as to cheer an had overheard. I do think
opposing players error, it was good for the
regardless of whether or Deacon fan.
not the Deacon forced the
Tennis may still be a
error.
gentleman's game, try
The thing about tennis not to tell Ille, and maybe
seems to be that you do the ladies · from Duke
not cheer when the op- were . correct, about
ponent, commonly tenniS anyway. But they
referred to as the bad were never more wrong
guy, sends a service about the ACC.
return into the fifth
Competition, nowad·
stratosphere. Unless of ays, is as much for the
course, that action was fan as it is for the athlete.
forced by your man, Htlw mafly times have
commonly referred to as you seen a home town
the good guy. One thing crowd provide the
about tennis though, if the psychological lift needed
bad guy makes .a for a local underdog to
mistake, the good guy defeat
a
visiting
gets the point. By way of powerhouse? Sitting in
deductive spectator the sun that day, I could
reasoning, if your guy not help but imagine how
gets a point, you cheer. tlils trio of country
It's simple.
clubbers would have
reacted amidst the mania
No bleacher
of Lake Placid a few
bums, yet
short months ago.
They also expressed
"Really, Camile, these
concern that tennis New Yorkers are so
nowadays, was becoming boorish
and
untoo rn uch like ... ugh, I cosmopolitan. Excellent
shudder to think ... shot there,· Ivan. Perfect
football and baseball. The execution, Vladimir, ·old
fans were getting out of bOy."
hand. But then, I do not - Irreverent proletarian
ever recall any football or whelp that I am, well,
baseball player falling "USA! USA!"
out of a dress and turning
Getting back to the .
the head of every spec- ACC however, thl!
tator within squinting tournament, amidst all
range.
the
controversy,
Naturally, the fans disappointment and
were also upsetting Mr. tragedy (the death of
Gache, which did not help Carolina coach John
his game any. However, Skakkle), was one
ladies, that is exactly helluva tournament. I am
why they call it a home ever-appreciative ·Of the
court advantage. If the opportunity to cheer on
Joe als did not try to un· Deacon athletes as well
nerve the visitors, well · ·as the opportunity to add
then there would be no to the demise of what
advantage. Maybe next some hold as a posh inyear they can play the stitution.
ACC finals in South Bend.
. I would. hate to think
I suppose these womeu
what that weekend would
were hoping for polite have
like without
applause and words of the mad, and possibly
humane appreciation irreverent Deacon fans,
throughout, regardless of or for that matter,
who won the point. Well, without any fans at all. If
that is all nice and tidy Qne
cannot.
unfor the club back home controllably support a
ma'ams, but this is Mme town. athlete, why Gary Pinns will be one of the five Wake golfers who will
college, or so they say, have fans at all?
Golf Championship held in Columbus. Ohio, May 27 ·31.
""'-~;;;:;.

Firstly·, I think he
should go by Rusty. I
know it sounds like
something you might
want to name your dog,
or pet salamander or
whatever. But somehow,
Rusty always seemed
more appropriate than
Russell·
Secondly, for all of
those who have been
losing sleep over this
issue, fear not, there is·
life after Wake Forest.
I've seen it with my own
eyes.
In the midst of that den
of Devil moms, I found
myself trapped by
fidgeting espadrilles,
varicose veins partially
hidden by country club
tans (it was only April),
La coste shirts, and
whatever type of skirts
seem to be all the rage. I
felt as if I had walked into
Forest Hills on the wrong
afternoon.
Anyway, getting back
to class warfare, it seems
that whatever crosssection of the American
population makes up the
country club set, it is
restricted by the supposed need to harness
emotions, regardless of
the situation. A gentleman tennis player
hardly exalts in fits of
spontaneity while on. the
court. One must be
collected and reserved.
Thank God this was the
ACC.
Despite the fact that I
was a little·crowded in by
these
middle
age
groupies, I didn't really
mind. On one hand, I
found myself amused

OILOFOLAY
IE.lUTY LOT~=

The word "fan" is a
derivative of the word
"fanatic." If you are
supposed to be a fanatic
about something, or
someone, you might as
well do it right.
There are enough
gentlemen and respectful
people in the Deacon
cheering section, as there
are throughout the
conference. Whether
these women realized it,
sportsmanship from
within the supporting
contingent does exist.
More often than not,
however, it exists when
the competition has
drawn to a close; or when
an opposing player
makes an exceptional
effort. I am sure that any
stellar performances by
Rusty would have elicited
an appreciative response
from the crowd, regardless of who backed
whom. At times, though,
there actually were
smatterings of applause .
for the short-tempered
Blue Devil.
Tennis, with or without
my. opinions, may remain
a revered institution in
many circles of the
world, but the excitement

;( I
·
U
...g ass 0 f the finest ~!;. .

Less formality, please

,

and that SOrt of behavior
is not indicative of the
typical college student, or
the typical ACC maniac.
Theile staunch supporters . of · proper
behavior, admittedly
"respected" the action·
taken by Wake Forest
head coach Jim Leighton
at .Saturday afternoon's
session: · From what I
could piece together, he
had made an announcement and
requested fans to restrict
their obscenities. Maybe
the .moms thought that.
the aiiD.ouncement would
silence
·the
fan~
altogether. It did not. It

•

•

TuesdBylVightSpec~l

Spaghetti

.$275
Includes salad b&r and tea or coffee

TENNIS
INSTRUCTORS

WANTED
Excellenl high paying Summer
.iobs (clubs, resorts, camps)
available lhrough Washington
Tennis Services for students
with tennis playing or leaching
experience. Call Mr. Covyeau
at (301 J654-3770.

New York,: a bit like heaven
Tuesday was also a
good day for Syd Kitson.
The .Wake Forest guard
was a third round
selection of the Green
Bay Packers.
Kitson, who was the
fifth pick in the third
round,
was
understandably happy with
Green Bay's intelligence.
. "I was ecstatic "
Kitson said on Tuesd;y.
"I was extremely happy
with the round, the team,
everything.
"I'm very happy to be a
player for the Packers,"
Kitson said.
The
third round
selection figured to be a
surprise even for Kitson,
Scouts had shown interest

George Minot

in the big guard after th.e
season and 21 NFL teamtl
New York City ma)o
had tested him at· Wake.
indeed be a metaphor for
Still, an early round
the decay of western
choice seemed to be a
civilization·:and a city in
little too much to hope
tatters, butforBUJy Sims
for.
and Syd Kitson the Big
Nevertheless, Kitson
Apple was a little better
was gone in the third and
than heaven Tuesday
with any luck, he should
be playing. somewhere on
afternoon.
The NFL draft took
the Packer offensive line
place Tuesday and
in the next few years.
James · McDougald,·
Wednesday in New York
and Sims, the former
Wake's all-time leading
Oklahoma running back,
rusher, was not drafted in
was the first college
the 12 rounds. He bas
been contacted by' the
player chosen. The
Denver
Broncos,
Detroit Lions picked·Sims
however, and they ad·
and will now have tbe fun
vised him not to sign with
of trying to meet the
anyone but 1;>enver. It is
demands of a 4.5· million
likely he will get a shot
dollar contract.
with some professional
team when the training
camps begin in July.
All·ACC nose guard .
James Parker ·spurned
Pete Rozelle's league and
signed
with
the
Edmonton Eskimos of the
Canadian Football
~~.:;,~~ League Wednesday. He
will probably move to
,~~~~- linebacker in Canada.
0
For
Billy
Sims,
· however, Canadian
football'does not offer the
._.....7 •.~.~., big
money . of the
. American circuit. The 24year old is demanding
quite a haul from Detroit
and at this point it ap. pears doubtful that the
Lions will meet his
demands.
Sims' agent Jerry
Argovitz, a former
dentist from Houston, is
.· trying to drill Detroit for
· an unheard of 4.5 million
dollar six-year pact.
The facts ana figures
StaH pholo by BW Baker
go as follows: a 1.5
The intramural season came to a close Tuesday with the mill ion dollar signing
Sultans of Swing defeating the Tail of Spence 6-5 for bonus to be deferred over
20 years; 500,000 dollars
the softball championship.
loaned to Sims over the

next 10 years; a
guaranteed three·year
contract that would call
for salaries of 120,000,
150,000 and 240,000
dollars; and a three·year
option clause worth
500,000 a year.
Sims also is demanding
extra-performance
money to be put aside to
Detroit lineman who will
block for the soon·to-be
rich halfback. This extra
money could run upwards
of 50,000 dollars a year.
Detroit
General
Manager Russ Thomas
says Sims is asking too
much. Everyone else
does too. Look for Sims to
scraw his ·"X" on a
contract for conSiderably
less than four million
dollars.
The rest of the draft is
difficult to analyze: San
Francisco surprised a
f~w people by trading
their number two pick to
the New York Jets, who
promptly chose sprinter
Johnny "Lam" Jones
from Texas.

The Cowboys, of course,
selected no one in the first
two rounds, and hoped
that "Too Tall" Jones
would see the light and
come back to Dallas.
Dallas finally had a
draft pick in the third
round and they used their
selection to chose Bill
Roe, a linebacker from
Colorado.
The Cowboys also
picked James Jones, a
running back from
Mississippi State, in the
third round.
Sims and Kitson. could
have cared less who the
Cowboys
drafted,
however, because for
them, New York . and
Tuesday afternoon meant
Detroit and the cold,
friendly winters of Green
Bay.

BriaJ1 Anderson

The players in the Gold·Biack scrimmage will continue to perform before stands
filled with Wake Forest fans, while Syd Kitson, James Pall<er, and James McDougald
hope to demonstrate their abilities on new fields in the professional ranks.

Maxton to honor McDougald
pride, and financial need.
Recipients of the
scholarship in the first
ten years will be
residents of Maxton
township and will be
students of the public
high schools in Maxton.
The scholarship can be
used at any accredited
college or university.
After ten years, winners of the scholarship
will be designated by
Wake Forest. The student
chosen must attend Wake
Forest.

George MJnot

festivities.
After the parade at 5:00
p.m. there will be a
banquet on the high
school football field.

The town of Maxton,
North Carolina has
designated Saturday,
May 3 as James
During the meal there
McDougald Day.
will be live entertainment
The day was announced
and afterwords, there
in order to pay tribute to
will be a program where
a most distinguished
citizen in. recognition of
Perhaps the strangest
his ·genius as an athlete
aspect of the draft was
and leader, and for the
that the Washington
high standards he typifies
Redskins had a number
as a person, Robert
one choice, while the
Henderson, Mayor of
KarinArmen
Dallas Cowboys did not
Maxton said.
have a pick until the third
round.
McDougald will also be
The goal of the
The Wake Forest
with
the program will be to women's golf team
honored
The Skins picked all- establishment of the establish a scholarship completed its spring
American wide receiver James McDougald fund of $25,000.
season with a fifth place
Art Monk from Syracuse. Scholarship Fund, which
finish in the Lady Kat
will be set up by Wake
Anyone can contribute, Invitational and an
Bob Mills, Director of eleventh place finish in
Forest.
The purpose of the fund Alumni Affairs said.
the Women's Spring
is to recognize and honor
Intercollegiate match
The events at Maxton played last weekend.
the former Deacon
running
back
and
to
will
start at 2:00 p.m.
The 54 hole Lady Kat
the finals.
division, Lee Ann Propst
In the other semifinal won the championship encourage and challenge with a parade that will Invitational was to take
game, the Tail of Spence defeating Diane Ev·ans in other young people to. include several bands, place April 14-16. The
· follow ..bis path.
professional floats, state teams played only
scored ten runs in the the finals.
Students selected to and ·local dignitaries, eighteen holes, however,
final three innings to
receive the scholarship officials from Wake because of snow and
defeat the Guns of Huff,~tate._ sleet.
,
·man 12·8,
The . Sigma Chis will be chQsen ·on the. F,.orest,. . the
basis.
,.oi
.
.excellence.
in,."
..
championship
t'ootball
..
,
..
Alabamil-,
~was. the.
.,,
,;~ .•,.,~ .. "cr.·
capturecf"the frltternity · ·
visible team, -and of course
winning team with a
· ·In 1he quarterfinals, sports' title edging the leadership,
' team score of 317. Wake
the Guns of Huffman Dekes in over all points qualities of respect and James McDougald.
·
compassion,
desire
to
finished in fifth place
pulled off perhaps the by a score of ·2,366 to
Gov. James Hunt is with a score of 326. Amy
further his or her
biggest upset of the 2,345.
education, community expected to attend the Geithner, Charlotte
tourney. when they
Grant,
and
Robin
knocked off the Deke A
The Sig Eps finished in
Holloway
all
had
rounds
team, last year's champs third place with a total of
of 81. Patty Jordan had
and the favorite to take 2,072 points and the Pikas
an 83 and Katie Farley
the title this year as well. were a distant fourth with
finished with a 93.
1,610. The Sigma cli!s
Last weekend -the golf
fine group of veteran
In
the
women's captured the frat uues m
team
competed ·in the
writers.
championship game, a soccer,
swimming,
The Old Gold and Black
Karin Armen, who has Women's Spring Inter·
five run outburst in the tennis, wrestling, and has asked waivers on
third inning carried the handball, while the Dekes sports editor Kevin been given a new two- collegiate with 27 other
Woo·Na's to a 6-1 victory capture-d the football, Nelson for the purpose of year contract with a teams. Wake Forest
over PEP. The Woo-Na's water polo, softball, and giving him his un- bonus attached, will finished in eleventh place
serve as the Assistant with a team score of 987.
qefensive play was · golf championships. conditional release.
Amy Geithner finished
errorless, as not one PEP Rounding out the top
Nelson, whose jour- Editor.
lowest
for the team with
Other
editors,
writers,
baserunner advanced eight were the Kappa nalistic career began in
rounds
of 78-77·86, giving
and
pinch
hitters
will
past second until the final Sigs, the Theta Chis, the high school, will enter
include Paul Bailey, Scott her a total score of 241 for
inning.
KA's, and the Lambda Ia w school this fall. .
Chis.
To replace Nelson, the Sapp, Tony Sussman, the tournament.
Elkins,
and Charlotte Grant finished
In the intramural
OG&B recalled George Julie
else
wants
to with a 242, Patty Jordan
whoever
Minot from their London
raquetball tournament,
carded a 249, Robin
In the House league farm club and signed him· stop by the office.
which wound up after
more than three months competition, Poteat to a one-year contract.
Phil Hrichak, who had
of play, House champ Joe emerged victorious over
Hamby defeated Ken runner-up Davis, Poteat tested the free-agent
Bell, the fraternity captured house titles in waters without success,
swimming, will assist Minot.
champ, for the campus soccer,
basketball, and water
Minot and Hrichak will,
title.
.
polo.
in turn, be assisted by a
In the ladies
Marc Wilson, the allAmerican quarterback
from Brigham Young,
was surprisingly only the
fifteenth player chosen.
He was picked by
Oakland.

have been the same
without a little conJeff Walters scored troversy, and the first
Frank Johnson with a . semifinal game between
single to left in the top the Sultans and the Pikas
half of the ninth inning was filled with it.
and the Sultans of Swing· · .. In that first game, the
held on for a ~5e,victory-- .. Sultan&·took a~seemingly
over the Tail of· Spence in comfortable lead ·into the
the intramural softball bottom half of the
championship game.
seventh, but the Picas
The Sultans got off to a exploded for five runs for
quick start with. three a 13-12 victory and a spot
first inning runs, and they in the championship
added another in the game.
fourth to take a 4-1 lead
The Sultans, however,
into the bottom half of the protested the game,
citing several calls made
sixth inning.
The Tail of Spence, who that contr-adicted the
had scored their only run rules. The Intramural
in the bottom half of the Department upheld the
first inning, erupted for protest and ruled the
five runs to take a 5-4 lead game to be played over
into the last inning. The the following day.
Sultans came right back
Under the watchful eye
and tied the game when of no less than four
Armand Molino drove in umpires, semifinal game
Sandy Church with a one- number two began. The
out single.
Pikas dominated the first
The Tail of Spence sixinningsofplayandthe
threatened to pull the Sultans were lucky to be
game out in the bottom trailing by only two runs
half of the seventh, with
one
inning
placing runners on first remaining.
and second with nobody
The Sultans' bats came
out, but the Sultans came to life in the top of the
up with a double play to seventh as they scored
send the game into e~tra· four runs to take a 5-3
innings.
'
lead, ·and this time they
The playoffs would not held on and advanced to
·~~~!A.!~~~~~
.;y;~;y;~~~.... ~,.
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The first recipient of
the James McDougald
scholarship will also be
announced at this time.

Deacons finish season

Sultans capture championship
TonySussmann

every individual
representing the town,
the State, and Wake
Forest will recognize
McDougald.

Holloway had a 255, and
Barbara Tate finished
with a 272.
"Amy Geithner certainly deserves some
recognition for her play
this year and her skill
was obvious in this
tournament,"
Coach
Marjorie Crisp said.
This season may have
seemed to be a bit of a
· disappointment, but next
year should be better.
"We have defeated
teams that are ranked in
the top five in the nation.
We will have a stronger
team next year because
W!! have ·.so. _ many·~·
returning and we are not ·
losing any seniors," Crisp
commented.
"I foresee the players
we now have on the team
to have the potential, the
ability, desire and
determination to be good.
We will put together a
very strong team that
will compare with the
best, not only locillly but
across tne nauon;· L:r1sp
said.
"Ours is an interesting
team. No one has the
same
swing
and
everyone's dispositions
and attitudes are different. When each one
concentrates on this
mental aspect, we will
have a disciplined and
highly
competitive
group."
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School's Out Soon!
Start Your Summer At The King
George Motel or Sand Pebble
Motel In North Myrtle Beach.
Wake Forest After School

Special: Rooms $17
Cal/803·249-2721

For Reservations

SIR
PIZZA

Phones: 724-7989
724-2327

coupon
Pitcher of Beverage
' With Any Large Plua In Dining · ·
Room
With WliD Good any time, everyday

'Boots by:
FABIANO
•Tents by:
DIAMOND & SIERRA DESIGN

. Behind Arby's on Stratfo•d Rd.
460-A Knoll wood Street
Winston.Salem, N.C. 27103
Phone: (9191 768-6408

Excellent high paying Summer

343 3 Roblnhood Rd., Phone 765·4883
975 Peters Creek Pkwy. ·
Party room available
722·6359

Backpacks & Daypacks by:
KELTY & DIAMOND
'Down Jackets &Mountain Parkas by:
SIEERA DESIGN

BEAUTY SALON

)obs (clubs, resorts, camps)
available through Washington
Tennis SeiVices for students
with tennis playing or teaching
experience. Call Mr. Coweau
at (301) 654·3770.

Discount to Students
10% with AD on Starred items
Bicycle& by:
RALEIGH, RAMPAR, TAKARA & MYATA
Bicycle Tour Packs by:
KIRTLAND ,
• Sleeping Bags by:
TWIN PEAKS & SIERRA DESIGN

Beer 1f2 price.
TENNIS
INSTRUCTORS
WANTED

WEIUATI

WUJUNDS

333 Polo Rd.
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27105

THE VERY BEST IN CYCLING, CAMPING
AND BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT
DAY PACKS BY KELTY & SIERRA DESIGN

PAGE I;IGHT Friday, May 2, 1980, OLD GOLD AND BLACK

L~w school shows

Carilloneur makes his music
Michel Pontarl

weekly.
His 15-minute sets
include anything from
Bach to Scott Joplin.
"I'm free to play what I
want as long as it is
possible to play," he said.
Much of what he plays is
Dutch or Flemish, as
Holland is where most
carillon music originates.

Stall\l'ritor

When the carillon
rouses you from your
afternoon nap on Monday, Wednesday or
Friday,
the
man
responsible is John
Acker. Acker is a junior
who plays the carillon in
Wait Chapel three times

Staff photo by Charles Vaughan

John Acker shows the proper carillon technique high
atop Wait ChapeL

How did a business
major from Rockford,
llllnois come to play the
carillon?
"I was a freshman
organ student, and I
heard about the carillon
coming to Wake Forest.
Our teacher encouraged
us to learn how to play it.
I went to the dedication in
the fall of '78, and talked
to Dr. Will Ray."
Acker sta$d watching
Ray and by the end of the
semester got to play a
few simple pieces.
Over Christmas .break
that year, the university
sent Acker and another
carilloneur, Joe Davis, to
Riverside Church in New
York City for a week.
Riverside has the largest
carillon in the world, with
74 bells.
There, Acker studied
under John Lawson, who
played the dedication
recital last fall. This fall,
Acker was instructed by
John Henry from the
University of Wisconsin,
who came to Wake Forest
for a week and gave
lessons.
The WF carillon consists of 47 bells arranged
on a keyboard of levers.
Foot pedals on the ground
correspond to the bottom
two octaves, and allow
the .carilloneur to strike
more bells at one time.
The pedals also give the
carilloneur leverage in
striking the lower bells
which are much heavier
than the others. Wires are
attached from the pedals
to the clappers through a

Acker is a member of
the National Guild of
Carilloneurs, and is
president of the WF
Chapel Bell Guild, which
consists of students who
play hand bells or the
carillon.
He encourages people
to come up and see the
bells when he is playing.
One takes the elevator in
the foyer of the chapel
and follows the spiral
staircase up. "I think
people appreciate the
carillon more if they can
see how it works, and the·
effort it takes to p\ay it,"
he said.

AAUP\ sets academic criteria
Sara Johe
\~ .. Man I Editor

For more than 60 years. the
American Assocoat1on of Univer·
stty Prolessors has worked for
the acceptance by me academtc
community of the Association's
standards for responsible prac·
tice. Today the Association is
regarded as the authoritative
voice of the academic profession. !From the AAUP Policy
Documents and 9eports. 1977
edit1on)

What is the AAUP and
how does it affect the
Wake Forest community?
"It's the oldest and
most respected of
professional associations
for higher education,"
Donald Frey, associate
professor of economics·
and local AAUP chapter
president, said.
The AAUP is designed
to improve professional
circumstances of
teachers and researchers
and
includes
all
disciplines, schools and
faculties. The AAUP has
been on the WF campus
for over three-quarters of
a century. The members
meet every month to hear
speakers and to discuss
academic standards,
ethics and policies.
The
national
association holds an
annual meeting in the
spring and publishes
various statements on a

wide range of academic
policies. ·
The
national
association can act as a
collective bargaining
agent
for
several
member chapters upon
professional matters of
concern.
The AAUP formally
censures schools which
do not promote the
association's standards
of academic freedom.
Wingate College was
censured recently.
When a school is
censured it loses the
respect of professors and
administration in
academic communities
across the country for
denying the principles of
free academic endeavor.
Approximately onethird of the professors at
Wake Forest belong to
the association. Dues and
the rise of narrower
groups pertaining only to
the professor's specific
field discourage some
professors from joining,
Frey said.
Professors who belong
to these narrower
organizations are often
"short-sighted for only
looking at their own field.
I'm not only an
economist,
but
a
professor, also," Frey
said.
The AAUP was in
direct contact with Wake

.scholarship needs

series of levers and
pulleys.
The keyboard is played
with clenched fists. "The
basics of playing are
hand movements. You
have to alternate hands
when playing scale
passages, and you must .!;:
learn how to use the
pedals with your hands.
There are also techniques
to vary dynamics,"
Acker said.
"It does not take that
much to play it. You have .
to have !Zome musical
talent. If you can ·play the
piano or organ, you '!
should be able to play the
carillon."
Acker offered a course
in playing the carillon in
the College Union
Experimental College
this fall. Five students
started out and two
continued. "We need
more people to play," he
said.

Forest in 1978 when the limitations.
"We have subtle
association presented the
Board of Trustees with limitations at Wake
the Meiklejohn Award for Forest, but they are
Academic Freedom .. The· minimal. In many
Trustees received the private and public North
award for handling two Carolina schools the
sensitive issues, the faculty cannot say
National Science anything," Owen said.
The basic statement of
Foundation grant given
to the biology department academic freedom of the
and the appearance of AAUP has been adopted
publisher Larry Flynt on by the WF Board of
Trustees. Owen felt these
the campus.
Jeanne
Owen, principles are a constant
professor of business and reminder to the adaccountancy, is the ministration to assure
longest-standing member academic freedom for
of AAUP on the faculty. faculty, administration,
Wake Forest has a research and students.
heritage of academic
freedom that has been
aided by upholding AAUP
standards, Owen said.
This heritage goes back
Tom Albritton
to early members like
Sta(f \\.riler
former WF president
This
year's Howler
William L. Poteat who
presents
college life as a
maintained freedom
during
periods
of collage of the year's
restraint at schools like events, Mary Heim,
the University of Ten- Howler editor, said.
The yearbooks were
nessee and the famous
scheduled to arrive late
"monkey trials."
Many other North this week.
Heim applauded the
Carolina schools don't
color
pictures in the
'have the free atmosphere
Wake Forest has, Owen Howler, especially those
said. She cited Wingate appearing in the section
College ·as an example · on Student Life. This
and said she knew of section is a pictorial
other schools that had not catalogue of events and
been formally censured occasions from the past
but
had
definite school year, she said.
Many aspects of being

Amy James
SlaftWriter

Slafl pl1oto by Marl< Warren

Don't Prop?

.

As the weather warms up, the women's dorms open up
•• in spite of the rules.

A recent self-study of the School of Law, revealed a
need for more schol~hip aid, John D. Scarlett; dean
of the law school, said. .
. · .Weaknesses pointed out in the past include a need
. for library expansion, increased faculty pay scale,
more clinical training for students arid a lower
faculty-student ratio.
·
(
. The self-study was compiled by a faculty committee
and Scarlett to prepare for a routine inspection of the
school by the Accreditation Committee of the Council
on Legal Education of the American Bar Association.
Results of the early April inspection may be
returned within three weeks, Scarlett said. The results
are confidential to Scarlett and tO President James
Ralph Scales.
·
The absence of a major direction in the law school
and in the administration may be cited in the report,
Scarlett said, yet a fall faculty. retreat has been
planned in order to set future goals and curriculum. ·
"The law school bas excellent potential, otherwise I
wouldn't have come back,'' Scarlett said.- .
"If we can keep the tradition and. develop the
potential, the school will be outstanding," Scarlett
said.

A positive point Scarlett expects the inspection
committee to mention is the excellent attitude of the
student body. "There's a real feeling of closeness
towards the school," Scarlett said.

WF size to stay small
Melanie Welch
Sta!IW.riter

Wake Forest is continuing in its efforts to
keep both the size of the
student body and classes
as small as possible,
Dean of the College
Thomas E. Mullen said.
"No one in the administration feels that we
should become larger,
because size is not a
measure of quality," he
·said. ·
WF enrollment as of
January 15 is 3040 for the
College of Arts and
Sciences; 182 for the
Graduate School; 197
for the Babcock Graduate
School of Management;
499 for the $chool of Law;
which totals 4347., a two
percent increase in
enrollment size over 1979.
The office of admissions strives for a
freshman class each year
of 800 students; however,
because of the difficulty
in estimating how many
students will actually

enter, there is a slight
fluctuation each year In
the size of the freshman
class.
The guidelines for class
size set by the university
are embodied in the
classroom size itself,
Mullen said. A typical
classroom holds between
30 and 40 students.
It is difficult for the
university to try to bring
together · the two extremes of providing a
of
high
standard
education for all students
and keeping classes to the
right size in light of in·
~reasing economic inflation, Mullen said.
Outside the bounds of
the physical size of the
classroom, each
department has the right
· to determine the size of
its sections, he said.
A department has no
obligation to admit
·everyone into its courses,
but the dean of the college
also has the right to tell a
particular department to

increase enrollment if it
is not teaching its fair
share of students, Mullen
said.
An exception to these
guidelines is the one large
lecture section of introductory psychology
offered each semester.
The department of
psychology ran a survey
several years ago asking
students if they felt
slighted in any manner
by this large lecture class
that can have as many as
160 students, he said. ·
The results indicated
student indifference to
the quality between the
large and small sections,
Mullen said..
The departments with
the highest enrollments
for the past few years
have been accounting,
. business and economics.
Wake Forest has
responded to this growth
of student Interest in
these areas by increasing
faculty in these depart·
ments, Mullen said.

Howlers due to arrive this week
a student in the WinstonSalem area are covered
in the Student Life section, Heim said. The
photographs cover the
town's night life, cultural
opportunities and various
other events available to
the student during the
year.

sonal emphasis less section on Student Life
likely. The book applies Heim said.
'
to everybody, said Heim,
There were problems in
and is not specified to a the
bookmaking,
particular group of however. Heim comstudents. Heim said she · plained that due to a
found it difficult to im- failure
of
the
prove the Howler of '78- . photographers from
'79, but she feels that the Steven's Studios to send
book for this year shows many of the student
She added that all of the the constant trend of photographs on time,
pictures are dated and improvement that should those late-arriving pic·
identified to help the continue in future y~ars. tures had to be placed in a
separate section behind
nostalgic student in
Graphics keep the book their normal
class
remembering specific together in the absence of
games, ~oncerts or ·a central theme she said. locations. Heim felt it
was better to add these
seasonal changes.
This highlighting design photos in a separate
is
used section than to leave
The absence of a theme technique
makes excessive per- especially well in the , them out altogether.

The English .department has made an effort
to offer variety in the size
of its classes, professor
Robert N. Shorter,
chairman of the department, said.
The department limits
each section of freshman
composition
to 20
students in order to give
·individual attention in
writing skills and to
control the large amount .
of papers to be graded by
the professor.
The English department offers the student a
choice of either a lecture
or seminar section in
order to meet the
divisional required
literature courses.
In upper-level English
courses, the department
trie~ to. balance out its
traditionally large lecture courses, such as
Shakespe~re
and
Romantic Poets, with the
smaller seminar courses,
one of which is required
for the major, Shorter
said.
In measuring the
benefits of small class
size, Shorter said, one bas
to be realistic. Many
times the smaller English
class is not worth ~he
expense of additional
faculty because many
WF students will not ptlt
forth the effort to participate in discussion, he
said.
The real income of
professors across the
nation has decreased
because of inflation,
Mullen said.
If additional money is
given to the uinversity, it
should be used for increased salaries for the
existing staff rather than
for · additional faculty
members, he said.
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Construction began A1
music wing addition to 1
Ralph Scales. Fine Arts 0
new wing, which was p.
. original design of the CE
delayed several years c
sufficient funds.
The wing is being built
the One-Fifty Fund, a
commemorating the sc
tennial of the university
Joyner, vice nresid

·Alumn

Wake Forest received
giving at the annual meeti
of Education.
Harvard received the t
finalists, including Da
Technology, Northwester
sylvania, received $1000 c
The competition, sponsr
dation, examined sustain1
private universities.
To become a finalist, a uJ
number of alumni donors
over a· four-year period.
Robert Mills, director o
especially significant bec1
"This shows a steady arnot
part of our alumni," Mill!
Mills reported that the PE
in the 38-40 percent range 1
cent. Mills said almost 40
percent of Dartmouth's all
He also said no other schc
Emory and Tulane qualific
The total amount of mone
costs of the university Mill
not judged in the competit:
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Although it was describe
than ten years ago as "a
pletely fire-proof building, t
many rumors to the · cont
Wake Forest's Graylyn .
sustained damages of up
million from a fire June 22.
The fire broke out aliout 1
during the inaugural Wil
Salem Symphony concert j
Vernon C.· Rudolph Concert
on Graylyn property, Alton
chief of university police, sa
The fire was reported a1
p.m., Hill said, about an hour
the concert began.
Firefighters arrived from
main fire stations withi
minutes, he said, and rem
until almost 4 a.m. the next
Backup units assisted the
main fire units, but were de:
by the confusion created by
certgoers, Hill said.
The primary fire units wer,
hindered by the crowds, Hill
Jie could not estimate the da1
fllat resulted from backup
. delays of up to 15 minutes d1
~. the crowds.

